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Top-down methods. Atomically thin !akes of TMDCs can be 
peeled from their parent bulk crystals by micromechanical cleav-
age using adhesive tape1,29–35, applied to substrates and optically 
identi"ed by light interference36,37, using the same techniques that 
were developed for graphene. A bulk crystal of MoS2 is shown 
in Fig. 1d, and a monolayer !ake of MoS2 derived from micro-
mechanical cleavage is shown in Fig. 1b,c. Other layered materi-
als such as BN (refs 1,12,29) and oxide nanosheets10,38 can also 
be mechanically exfoliated into single sheets by this method. 
Mechanical cleavage produces single-crystal !akes of high purity 
and cleanliness that are suitable for fundamental characteriza-
tion30–33 and for fabrication of individual devices11,31,32,34,35,39–41. 
$is method is not scalable, however, and does not allow sys-
tematic control of !ake thickness and size. Recently, a focused 
laser spot has been used to thin MoS2 down to monolayer thick-
ness by thermal ablation with micrometre-scale resolution, but 
the requirement for laser raster scanning makes it challenging 
for scale-up42.

For obtaining large quantities of exfoliated nanosheets, liquid-
phase preparations of TMDCs are very promising. $ey permit 
additional applications such as composites and hybrids by simple 
mixing of dispersions of di%erent materials43,44, and thin "lms and 
coatings by "ltration, inkjet printing, spray coating and doctor blad-
ing. Because solution-based graphene has been used to make high-
frequency !exible electronics with a current gain cut-o% frequency 
of 2.2  GHz (ref. 45), we expect that solution-based TMDCs will 

have similarly good prospects for making !exible electronics and 
composite materials.

$e intercalation of TMDCs by ionic species46–51 allows the lay-
ers to be exfoliated in liquid. $e intercalation method was "rst 
demonstrated in the 1970s (ref. 51) and the subsequent exfoliation 
into thin layers by Morrison, Frindt and co-workers in the 1980s 
(ref.  47), and these methods are experiencing renewed interest 
today49,50. $e intercalation of TMDCs by lithium was demonstrated 
in the 1970s (ref. 51), and the intercalation-driven exfoliation was 
"rst advanced by Morrison, Frindt and co-workers47. $e typical 
procedure involves submerging bulk TMDC powder in a solution 
of a lithium-containing compound such as n-butyllithium for more 
than a day to allow lithium ions to intercalate, followed by expos-
ing the intercalated material to water. $e water reacts vigorously 
with the lithium between the layers to evolve H2 gas, which rapidly 
separates the layers47,49. Solution-phase MoS2 !akes derived from 
lithium-based intercalation and exfoliation are shown in Fig. 2b.

Such chemical exfoliation methods produce gram quantities 
of submicrometre-sized monolayers52, but the resulting exfoliated 
material di%ers structurally and electronically from the bulk mate-
rial49. In particular, for MoS2 the process changes the electronic 
structure of the exfoliated nanosheets from semiconducting to 
metallic, and the Mo atom coordination is changed from trigonal 
prismatic (2H-MoS2) to octahedral (1T-MoS2)49,53–55. Annealing at 
300 °C can cause a phase change from 1T-MoS2 to 2H-MoS2, restor-
ing the Mo atom coordination, and restoring the semiconducting 
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Figure 1 | Structure of TMDC materials. a, Three-dimensional schematic representation of a typical MX2 structure, with the chalcogen atoms (X) in 
yellow and the metal atoms (M) in grey. b,c, Monolayer flake of MoS2. Optical microscopy image (b) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) image (c). 
d, Photograph of bulk MoS2 crystal, which is approximately 1 cm long. e, Schematics of the structural polytypes: 2H (hexagonal symmetry, two layers 
per repeat unit, trigonal prismatic coordination), 3R (rhombohedral symmetry, three layers per repeat unit, trigonal prismatic coordination) and 1T 
(tetragonal symmetry, one layer per repeat unit, octahedral coordination). The chalcogen atoms (X) are yellow and the metal atoms (M) are grey. The 
lattice constants a are in the range 3.1 to 3.7 Å for di"erent materials83. The stacking index c indicates the number of layers in each stacking order, and the 
interlayer spacing is ~6.5 Å. Figure reproduced with permission from: a, ref. 34, © 2011 NPG; b,c, ref. 36, © 2011 IOP.
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We propose an effective lattice Hamiltonian for monolayer MoS2 in order to describe the low-energy band
structure and investigate the effect of perpendicular electric and magnetic fields on its electronic structure. We
derive a tight-binding model based on the hybridization of the d orbitals of molybdenum and p orbitals of
sulfur atoms and then introduce a modified two-band continuum model of monolayer MoS2 by exploiting the
quasidegenerate partitioning method. Our theory proves that the low-energy excitations of the system are no
longer massive Dirac fermions. It reveals a difference between electron and hole masses and provides trigonal
warping effects. Furthermore, we predict a valley-degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels. In addition,
we also show that applying a gate voltage perpendicular to the monolayer modifies the electronic structure,
including the band gap and effective masses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although studies of two-dimensional (2D) electronic sys-
tems go back some decades, it was only in 2004 that the
first truly 2D one-atom-thick material, graphene, was isolated
successfully.1 Since then the fundamental interest, in addition
to the promising applications in nanoelectronic devices, has
boosted the research about atomically thin 2D materials. It
has been recently demonstrated that monolayer molybdenum
disulfide (ML-MDS), MoS2, a prototypical transition-metal
dichalcogenide (TMD), shows a transition from an indirect
band gap of 1.3 eV in a bulk structure to a direct band
gap of 1.8 eV in the monolayer structure.2,3 The electronic
structure of ML-MDS exhibits a valley degree of freedom
indicating that the valence and conduction bands consist of
two degenerate valleys (K and K ") located at the corners of
the hexagonal Brillouin zone. The lack of inversion symmetry
of ML-MDS results in a strong spin-valley coupling and
the valence and conduction bands can be described by a
minimal effective model Hamiltonian with a strong spin-orbit
interaction which splits the valence band into spin-up and spin-
down subbands.4–6 Due to the peculiar band structure, a variety
of nanoelectronic applications7 including valleytronics, spin-
tronics, optoelectronics, and room-temperature transistors3

have been suggested for ML-MDS. Induction of valley polar-
ization using optical pumping with circularly polarized light
is validated by both ab initio calculations and experimental
observations.5,6,8–10 Also a combined valley and spin Hall
physics has been predicted as a result of intimate coupling
of the spin and valley degrees of freedom.4

In this work, we propose an effective model Hamiltonian
governing the low-energy band structure of monolayer TMDs
and show that its electronic properties can be tuned by
applying a perpendicular gate voltage. Although our analysis
here is focused on ML-MDS, our approach can be easily
generalized to other TMDs . We obtain a seven-band model (for
each spin component) in which four of them are contributed
mainly from sulfur (S) p orbitals and the three remaining
mostly originate from molybdenum (Mo) d hybrids. Our
theory describes the conduction and spin-split valence bands

in accordance with early theoretical studies11,12 and recent
density functional theory calculations13–15 and shows energy
corrections to the band structure by trigonal warping. The
physics of nanoribbons, defects, impurities, and so on can be
studied by our lattice Hamiltonian. Intriguingly, our two-band
model Hamiltonian incorporates terms which invalidate the
massive Dirac fermion picture of the low-energy behavior in
ML-MDS. When the system is subjected to a perpendicular
magnetic field a Zeeman-like interaction for valleys breaks the
valley degeneracy of Landau levels, in contrast to the findings
in Ref. 16. Next, we introduce the effect of a perpendicular
gate voltage which leads to shifts in the chemical potentials
of three sublayers consisting of one Mo and two S layers. We
show that a perpendicular gate voltage leads to a splitting of
high-energy bands originating from the p orbitals of S atoms.
One of our main findings is the possibility of tailoring the
band gap, effective masses, and valley splitting of the valence
and conduction bands by varying the induced potentials in the
three sublayers.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
a lattice model Hamiltonian and its low-energy two-band
Hamiltonian that will be used in calculating the electronic
properties. In Sec. III we present our analytical and numerical
results for the dispersion relation of the ML-MDS in the
presence of a magnetic field or a perpendicular gate voltage.
Section IV contains a brief summary of our main results.

II. THEORY AND MODEL

ML-MDS consists of one layer of Mo atoms surrounded
by two layers of S atoms in such a way that each Mo
atom is coordinated by six S atoms in a trigonal prismatic
geometry and each S atom is coordinated by three Mo
atoms. The symmetry space group of ML-MDS is D1

3h which
contains the discrete symmetries C3 (trigonal rotation), !v

(reflection by the yz plane), !h (reflection by the xy plane),
and any of their products.4 In addition to the symmetry of
the lattice, it is essential to consider the local atomic orbital
symmetries. The trigonal prismatic symmetry dictates that the
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generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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d, Photograph of bulk MoS2 crystal, which is approximately 1 cm long. e, Schematics of the structural polytypes: 2H (hexagonal symmetry, two layers 
per repeat unit, trigonal prismatic coordination), 3R (rhombohedral symmetry, three layers per repeat unit, trigonal prismatic coordination) and 1T 
(tetragonal symmetry, one layer per repeat unit, octahedral coordination). The chalcogen atoms (X) are yellow and the metal atoms (M) are grey. The 
lattice constants a are in the range 3.1 to 3.7 Å for di"erent materials83. The stacking index c indicates the number of layers in each stacking order, and the 
interlayer spacing is ~6.5 Å. Figure reproduced with permission from: a, ref. 34, © 2011 NPG; b,c, ref. 36, © 2011 IOP.
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bandgap of the pristine material, as evidenced by the re-emergence 
of bandgap photoluminescence49. Lithium-based chemical exfo-
liation has been demonstrated55,56 for TMDCs such as MoS2, WS2, 
MoSe2 and SnS2.

An alternative method of lithiation that is faster and more con-
trollable uses an electrochemical cell with a lithium foil anode 
and TMDC-containing cathode, as recently demonstrated by 
Zeng et al.50,57. Because the intercalation occurs while a galvanic dis-
charge is occurring in the electrochemical cell, the degree of lithiation 
can be monitored and controlled. !e resulting Li-intercalated mate-
rial is exfoliated by sonication in water as before, yielding monolayer 
TMDC nanosheets. !e method was "rst demonstrated for MoS2, 
WS2, TiS2, TaS2, ZrS2 and graphene50, and then for BN, NbSe2, WSe2, 
Sb2Se3 and Bi2Te3 (ref. 57). !is method requires only several hours 
for Li intercalation, compared with more than a day for the n-butyl-
lithium method.

Alternatively, TMDCs can be exfoliated by ultrasonication in 
appropriate liquids, including organic solvents, aqueous surfactant 
solutions, or solutions of polymers in solvents43,44,58,59. Typically, 
ultrasonication results in the mechanical exfoliation of layered crys-
tals to give #akes that are a few hundred nanometres in size. !e 
exfoliated nanosheets are stabilized against re-aggregation either by 
solvation or by steric or electrostatic repulsion due to the adsorption 
of molecules from solution. Solutions of 2D layered materials exfoli-
ated in organic solvents are shown in Fig. 2a, along with thin "lms 
from "ltration of solution-based material43. Molecules from solu-
tion probably adsorb onto the TMDC nanosheets by non-covalent 
interactions, but more work is required to determine whether there 
is any e%ect on electronic properties.

!e energy required to exfoliate layered crystals can be quanti-
"ed from the surface energy, which is the energy to remove a mon-
olayer from the crystal divided by twice the monolayer surface area. 
Experimental results derived from both exfoliation studies and 
inverse gas chromatography suggest that BN, MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2 
have surface energies in the range 65–75 mJ m–2 (refs 43,60). !ese 
values are comparable to the surface energy of graphene, which has 
been measured in the range 65–120 mJ m–2 (refs 61,62), and they 
indicate that inorganic layered compounds can be exfoliated as eas-
ily as graphite, or even more easily.

!e main advantage of ion exfoliation is that it gives a high yield 
of monolayers49, and improvements in Li intercalation by an electro-
chemical method have made the process faster and more control-
lable50,57. But the #ammability of the Li compounds under ambient 

conditions requires the work to be carried out under inert gas, and 
Li is an increasingly expensive resource, so there is incentive to "nd 
alternative intercalants. Liquid exfoliation is insensitive to ambient 
conditions, but it yields a relatively low concentration of monolayer 
#akes43. !us, for electronic or photonic applications where mon-
olayers are required, well-annealed ion-exfoliated nanosheets will 
be useful; but for applications such as composite materials where 
large quantities are required, it is possible that liquid exfoliation will 
be preferred. Rational control over nanosheet thickness and size is 
likely to be required for nanoelectronics and in particular optoelec-
tronics. Also by analogy with graphene, new layer-controlled chem-
istries63 and post-synthesis sorting of #akes by layer thickness64 and 
lateral size65 may o%er solutions.

Bottom-up methods. Developing methods for synthesizing large-
area and uniform layers is an important step for applications such as 
wafer-scale fabrication of electronic devices and #exible, transpar-
ent optoelectronics. As previously demonstrated for graphene, the 
development of wafer-scale synthesis methods via chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) on metal substrates66 and epitaxial growth on SiC 
substrates67 has enabled large-scale device fabrication68–70.

Some CVD methods for growing atomically thin "lms of MoS2 
on insulating substrates have recently been reported71–73. !ese 
methods use di%erent solid precursors heated to high tempera-
tures: sulphur powder and MoO3 powder vaporized and co-depos-
ited onto a nearby substrate71,74; a thin layer of Mo metal deposited 
onto a wafer heated with solid sulphur72; and substrates dip-coated 
in a solution of (NH4)2MoS4 and heated in the presence of sulphur 
gas73. !ese CVD-related methods are summarized in Fig. 2c–e. In 
many of these methods, the "nal MoS2 "lm thickness is dependent 
on the concentration or thickness of the initial precursor, although 
precise control of the number of layers over a large area has not yet 
been achieved. CVD growth of MoS2 has also been demonstrated 
using previously CVD-grown graphene on Cu foil as a surface 
template, resulting in single-crystal #akes of MoS2 several micro-
metres in lateral size75. !ese CVD reports are still relatively early 
results but hold promise that further work will lead to growth of 
materials other than MoS2, and production of uniform, large-area 
sheets of TMDCs with controllable layer number.

Chemical preparation of MoS2 (ref. 76) and MoSe2 (ref. 77) have 
also been demonstrated using hydrothermal synthesis (that is, 
growth of single crystals from an aqueous solution in an autoclave 
at high temperature and pressure). More recently, Matte et al.78,79 

Table 1 | Summary of TMDC materials and properties.
 -S2 -Se2 -Te2

 Electronic 
characteristics

References  Electronic 
characteristics

References Electronic 
characteristics

References 

Nb Metal; 
superconducting; 
CDW

138 (E) Metal; 
superconducting; 
CDW

138,164 (E) Metal 83 (T)

Ta Metal; 
superconducting; 
CDW

138,164 (E) Metal; 
superconducting; 
CDW

138,164 (E) Metal 83 (T)

Mo Semiconducting
1L: 1.8 eV
Bulk: 1.2 eV

31 (E)

88 (E)

Semiconducting
1L: 1.5 eV
Bulk: 1.1 eV

82 (T)

88 (E)

Semiconducting
1L: 1.1 eV
Bulk: 1.0 eV

82 (T)

165 (E)
W Semiconducting

1L: 2.1 eV
1L: 1.9 eV
Bulk: 1.4 eV

25 (T)

82 (T)
88 (E)

Semiconducting
1L: 1.7 eV
 
Bulk: 1.2 eV

83 (T)

88 (E)

Semiconducting
1L: 1.1 eV

83 (T)

The electronic characteristic of each material is listed as metallic, superconducting, semiconducting or charge density wave (CDW). For the semiconducting materials, the bandgap energies for monolayer (1L) and 
bulk forms are listed. The cited references are indicated as experimental (E) or theoretical (T) results.
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!e bandgap in most semiconducting TMDCs, whether in bulk 
or monolayer, are comparable to the 1.1-eV bandgap in silicon, as 
listed in Table 1, making them suitable for use as digital transistors91. 
!e electronic band structure also determines photophysical prop-
erties. !e simpli#ed band diagram in Fig. 5d shows the excitonic 
transitions A and B, and the direct and indirect bandgaps at Eg and 
Eg′ (ref. 31). 

 !e transition to a direct bandgap in the monolayer form has 
important implications for photonics, optoelectronics and sensing, 
as will be discussed in more detail below.

Electrical transport and devices
Materials for electronics. One of the most important applications 
of semiconductors is for transistors in digital electronics. In the past 
few decades, progress in the digital electronics industry has been 
driven by scaling transistors to ever-smaller dimensions. Currently, 
state-of-the-art processors have silicon-based metal–oxide–semi-
conductor #eld-e$ect transistors (MOSFETs) with feature lengths of 
22 nm (ref. 92). Subsequent reductions in scale will soon approach 
limits due to statistical and quantum e$ects and di%culty with heat 
dissipation92, motivating the search for new device concepts and 
materials. In particular, 2D semiconductor materials are attractive 
for processability and lack of short-channel e$ects that can hinder 
device performance91.

In the basic FET structure, which has been adapted to 2D 
TMDCs11,34, a semiconducting channel region is connected to the 
source and drain electrodes, and separated by a dielectric layer 
from a gate electrode93. !e current &owing between the source 
and drain electrodes is controlled by the gate electrode modulat-
ing the conductivity of the channel. Silicon is the primary mate-
rial that meets the industrial requirements for performance and 
manufacturability in digital logic for computing, although other 
semiconductors such as SiC, GaN, Ge and GaAs have more special-
ized applications such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), high-power 
electronics, high-temperature electronics, radiofrequency electron-
ics and photovoltaics94. Other nanomaterials that are being explored 
and evaluated include carbon nanotubes95,96, graphene68,70,95 and 
semiconductor nanowires97.

For digital logic transistors, desirable properties are high charge-
carrier mobilities for fast operation, a high on/o$ ratio (that is, the 
ratio of on-state to o$-state conductance) for e$ective switching, and 
high conductivity (that is, the product of charge density and mobil-
ity) and low o$-state conductance for low power consumption during 
operation. In most semiconductors, doping can be used to increase 
the charge density, but can also lead to decreased mobility owing to 
scattering92,97,98. For digital logic, on/o$ ratios of 104–107 are generally 
required for use as switches91,95. Much interest in graphene has cen-
tred on electronic device applications because it is two-dimensional, 
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I. INTRODUCTION

II. THEORY AND MODEL

MoS2 monolayer consist of three layers of Mo and S
atoms with S-Mo-S sequence for the layers. Within each
layer the Mo and S atoms form hexagonal lattice. In
this structure each Mo atom coordinated by six nearest-
neighboring S atoms in a trigonal prismatic geometry like
honeycomb lattice and each S atom coordinated by three
Mo atoms. Symmetry space group of monolayer MoS2
is D1

3h which contains C3(trigonal rotation),�v

(reflection
by the yz palne) , �

h

(reflection by the xy plane) and the
others come from the product of these elements.
Due to the absence of inversion symmetry in monolayer
MoS2 together whit spin orbit coupling monolayer MoS2
has lots of interesting properties. Before discussing about
the spin and valley physics of this system we should take
look to the atomic orbital characters which is the first
step in tight binding model.In the energy range from -
6 to 5 eV the contribution to electronic states mainly
come from the Mo’s d and S’s p orbitals3. trigonal lat-
tice symmetry dictates that d orbitals split into three
groups:{d

z

2}, {d
x

2�y

2 , d
xy

} and {d
xz

, d
yz

} and p orbitals
split into {p

x

, p
y

} and {p
z

} and because of reflection
symmetry along z direction d

xz

and d
yz

on Mo can just
couple to p

z

on S atom and from first principal calcu-
lation we know that their contribution in the valence
band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) is negligible5.Valence and conduction band of
monolayer MoS2 is located on the corners of Brillouin
zone (ie. K and K’) like Graphene. At those points
conduction band minimum mainly comes from Mo d

z

2

band and valence band maximum is constructed by the
Mo {d

x

2�y

2 , d
xy

} with some mixing from S {p
x

, p
y

}.2,5.
Therefore to construct the tight binding Hamiltonian we
assume just p

x

, p
y

and d
z

2 , d
x

2�y

2 , d
xy

on S and Mo re-
spectively. Also we used symmetry adopted orbitals as
below

|2, 0i = d
z

2

|2,±2i = 1p
2
{d

x

2�y

2 ± id
xy

}

|1,±1i = 1p
2
{p

x

± ip
y

} (1)

on the basis of this orbitals we can construct Wannier
function which are localized on lattice site. In this lat-
tice we have two sublattices a:Mo and b:S and up to the

nearest neighbor hopping one can write following tight
binding for monolayer MoS2

H
TB

=
X

iµ⌫

{✏a
iµ⌫

a†
iµ

a
i⌫

+ ✏b
iµ⌫

b†
iµ

b
i⌫

}+
X

ij,µ⌫

t
ij,µ⌫

a†
iµ

b
i⌫

+H.c.

(2)

where

✏a
iµ⌫

= ha, i, µ|H|a, i, ⌫i
✏b
iµ⌫

= hb, i, µ|H|b, i, ⌫i
t
ij,µ⌫

= ha, i, µ|H|b, j, ⌫i
(3)

in which |a(b), i, µi = a(b)†
iµ

|0i are Wannier functions
on a sublattice, ith site and µ indicates atomic orbital.
✏a3⇥3 , ✏b2⇥2 are on site matrixes on a and b sublattices
and t

ij3⇥2 are hopping matrixes from a to b.Where their
dimensionality are indicated as subindex that are consis-
tent with the number of orbitals on Mo and S atoms.
In absence of spin degree of freedom,for two on site and
six hopping matrixes there are 13 on site and 36 hopping
and totally 50 parameters.But most of them are are zero
or related to each other. From the symmetry point of
view, we show that just four of them are the indepen-
dent parameters of the system.
C3 = e�i!Lz is the trigonal rotational symmetry opera-
tor in which ! = 2⇡/3 , L

z

is the z-component of orbital
angular momentum and ~ = 1.

C3|2, 0i = |2, 0i
C3|2,±2i = e±i!|2,±2i
C3|1,±1i = e⌥i!|1,±1i

(4)

after applying these equations to Eq.3 we can find

✏a =

0

@
A1 0 0
0 A2 0
0 0 A3

1

A , ✏b =

✓
B1 0
0 B2

◆
(5)
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✏a3⇥3 , ✏b2⇥2 are on site matrixes on a and b sublattices
and t

ij3⇥2 are hopping matrixes from a to b.Where their
dimensionality are indicated as subindex that are consis-
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In absence of spin degree of freedom,for two on site and
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Molybdenum orbitals (conduction & valence) 
[main contribution]

Sulfur orbitals (conduction & valence) 
[partial contribution]

Molybdenum and Sulfur orbitals [non-contributing]
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
!

iµ!

"
"a
µ!a

†
iµai! + "b

µ!b
†
iµbi! + "b"

µ!b
"†
iµb"

i!

#

+
!

#ij$,µ!

tij,µ!a
†
iµ(bi! + b"

i!) + H.c. (1)

Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
1" = "

b(")
2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$

ks (
†
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ks,1" ,b"

ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as
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1 Ŝ Ŝ
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(

)*, (2)

with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
hopping matrix

Ĥt =

%

'
t11f (k,)) !e!i)t11f (k, ! ))

t21f (k, ! )) t22f (k,0)
!t22f (k,0) !ei)t21f (k,))

(

*, (3)

and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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I. INTRODUCTION

II. THEORY AND MODEL

MoS2 monolayer consist of three layers of Mo and S
atoms with S-Mo-S sequence for the layers. Within each
layer the Mo and S atoms form hexagonal lattice. In
this structure each Mo atom coordinated by six nearest-
neighboring S atoms in a trigonal prismatic geometry like
honeycomb lattice and each S atom coordinated by three
Mo atoms. Symmetry space group of monolayer MoS2
is D1

3h which contains C3(trigonal rotation),�v

(reflection
by the yz palne) , �

h

(reflection by the xy plane) and the
others come from the product of these elements.
Due to the absence of inversion symmetry in monolayer
MoS2 together whit spin orbit coupling monolayer MoS2
has lots of interesting properties. Before discussing about
the spin and valley physics of this system we should take
look to the atomic orbital characters which is the first
step in tight binding model.In the energy range from -
6 to 5 eV the contribution to electronic states mainly
come from the Mo’s d and S’s p orbitals3. trigonal lat-
tice symmetry dictates that d orbitals split into three
groups:{d

z

2}, {d
x

2�y

2 , d
xy

} and {d
xz

, d
yz

} and p orbitals
split into {p

x

, p
y

} and {p
z

} and because of reflection
symmetry along z direction d

xz

and d
yz

on Mo can just
couple to p

z

on S atom and from first principal calcu-
lation we know that their contribution in the valence
band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) is negligible5.Valence and conduction band of
monolayer MoS2 is located on the corners of Brillouin
zone (ie. K and K’) like Graphene. At those points
conduction band minimum mainly comes from Mo d

z

2

band and valence band maximum is constructed by the
Mo {d
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2 , d
xy

} with some mixing from S {p
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, p
y

}.2,5.
Therefore to construct the tight binding Hamiltonian we
assume just p

x
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and d
z

2 , d
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2 , d
xy

on S and Mo re-
spectively. Also we used symmetry adopted orbitals as
below
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|2,±2i = 1p
2
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2 ± id
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}

|1,±1i = 1p
2
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x

± ip
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} (1)

on the basis of this orbitals we can construct Wannier
function which are localized on lattice site. In this lat-
tice we have two sublattices a:Mo and b:S and up to the

nearest neighbor hopping one can write following tight
binding for monolayer MoS2

H
TB

=
X
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{✏a
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where
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= ha, i, µ|H|a, i, ⌫i
✏b
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= hb, i, µ|H|b, i, ⌫i
t
ij,µ⌫

= ha, i, µ|H|b, j, ⌫i
(3)

in which |a(b), i, µi = a(b)†
iµ

|0i are Wannier functions
on a sublattice, ith site and µ indicates atomic orbital.
✏a3⇥3 , ✏b2⇥2 are on site matrixes on a and b sublattices
and t

ij3⇥2 are hopping matrixes from a to b.Where their
dimensionality are indicated as subindex that are consis-
tent with the number of orbitals on Mo and S atoms.
In absence of spin degree of freedom,for two on site and
six hopping matrixes there are 13 on site and 36 hopping
and totally 50 parameters.But most of them are are zero
or related to each other. From the symmetry point of
view, we show that just four of them are the indepen-
dent parameters of the system.
C3 = e�i!Lz is the trigonal rotational symmetry opera-
tor in which ! = 2⇡/3 , L

z

is the z-component of orbital
angular momentum and ~ = 1.

C3|2, 0i = |2, 0i
C3|2,±2i = e±i!|2,±2i
C3|1,±1i = e⌥i!|1,±1i

(4)

after applying these equations to Eq.3 we can find
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MoS2 monolayer consist of three layers of Mo and S
atoms with S-Mo-S sequence for the layers. Within each
layer the Mo and S atoms form hexagonal lattice. In
this structure each Mo atom coordinated by six nearest-
neighboring S atoms in a trigonal prismatic geometry like
honeycomb lattice and each S atom coordinated by three
Mo atoms. Symmetry space group of monolayer MoS2
is D1

3h which contains C3(trigonal rotation),�v
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by the yz palne) , �

h

(reflection by the xy plane) and the
others come from the product of these elements.
Due to the absence of inversion symmetry in monolayer
MoS2 together whit spin orbit coupling monolayer MoS2
has lots of interesting properties. Before discussing about
the spin and valley physics of this system we should take
look to the atomic orbital characters which is the first
step in tight binding model.In the energy range from -
6 to 5 eV the contribution to electronic states mainly
come from the Mo’s d and S’s p orbitals3. trigonal lat-
tice symmetry dictates that d orbitals split into three
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lation we know that their contribution in the valence
band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) is negligible5.Valence and conduction band of
monolayer MoS2 is located on the corners of Brillouin
zone (ie. K and K’) like Graphene. At those points
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on the basis of this orbitals we can construct Wannier
function which are localized on lattice site. In this lat-
tice we have two sublattices a:Mo and b:S and up to the

nearest neighbor hopping one can write following tight
binding for monolayer MoS2
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in which |a(b), i, µi = a(b)†
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|0i are Wannier functions
on a sublattice, ith site and µ indicates atomic orbital.
✏a3⇥3 , ✏b2⇥2 are on site matrixes on a and b sublattices
and t

ij3⇥2 are hopping matrixes from a to b.Where their
dimensionality are indicated as subindex that are consis-
tent with the number of orbitals on Mo and S atoms.
In absence of spin degree of freedom,for two on site and
six hopping matrixes there are 13 on site and 36 hopping
and totally 50 parameters.But most of them are are zero
or related to each other. From the symmetry point of
view, we show that just four of them are the indepen-
dent parameters of the system.
C3 = e�i!Lz is the trigonal rotational symmetry opera-
tor in which ! = 2⇡/3 , L
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is the z-component of orbital
angular momentum and ~ = 1.
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Intrinsic spin-orbit interaction (Molybdenum & Sulfur)



  Effective low energy model (Xiao et al.)

generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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  Effective low energy model (Xiao et al.)

generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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  Motivation (Xiao et al. model weak points)

generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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Electron-hole asymmetry observed in ab 
initio band structures 
(violation from massive Dirac model) 

Sulfur atoms contributions in molecular 
orbitals is absent in the model

Higher order corrections (trigonal warping, ...)



  Motivation (Xiao et al. model weak points)

generate long lived spin and valley accumulations on sam-
ple boundaries. The physics discussed here provides a
route towards the integration of valleytronics and spin-
tronics in multivalley materials with strong spin-orbit
coupling and inversion symmetry breaking.

The physics in monolayers is essentially the same for
group-VI dichalcogenides MX2 (M ! Mo;W, X ! S; Se),
described below using MoS2 as an example. Structurally,
MoS2 can be regarded as strongly bonded 2D S-Mo-S
layers that are loosely coupled to one another by Van der
Waals interactions. Within each layer, the Mo and S atoms
form 2D hexagonal lattices, with the Mo atom being
coordinated by the six neighboring S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In its bulk form,
MoS2 has the 2H stacking order with the space group D4

6h,
which is inversion symmetric. When it is thinned down to a
monolayer, the crystal symmetry reduces to D1

3h, and in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken: taking the Mo atom
as the inversion center, an S atom will be mapped onto an
empty location. As a consequence, the effects we predict
here are expected only in thin films with odd number of
layers, since inversion symmetry is preserved in films with
even number of layers.

We start by constructing a minimal band model on the
basis of general symmetry consideration. The band struc-
ture ofMoS2, to a first approximation, consists of partially
filled Mo d bands lying between Mo-S s-p bonding and
antibonding bands [25]. The trigonal prismatic coordina-
tion of the Mo atom splits its d orbitals into three groups:
A1"dz2#, E"dxy; dx2$y2# and E0"dxz; dyz#. In the monolayer

limit, the reflection symmetry in the ẑ direction permits
hybridization only between A1 and E orbitals, which opens
a band gap at the K and $K points [25], schematically

shown in Fig. 1(c). The group of the wave vector at the
band edges (K) is C3h and the symmetry adapted basis
functions are

j!ci ! jdz2i; j!"
vi !

1!!!
2

p "jdx2$y2i% i"jdxyi#; (1)

where the subscript c"v# indicates conduction (valence)
band, and " ! &1 is the valley index. The valence-band
wave functions at the two valleys, j!%

v i and j!$
v i, are

related by time-reversal operation. To first order in k, the
C3h symmetry dictates that the two-band k ' pHamiltonian
has the form

Ĥ0 ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z; (2)

where #̂ denotes the Pauli matrices for the two basis
functions, a is the lattice constant, t the effective hopping
integral, and ! the energy gap. These parameters are
obtained by fitting to first-principles band structure calcu-
lations and are listed in Table. I for the four group-VI
dichalcogenides [26]. We note that the same effective
Hamiltonian also describes monolayer graphene with stag-
gered sublattice potential [15,16]. This is not surprising, as
both systems have the same symmetry properties. What
distinguishes MoS2 from graphene is the strong SOC
originated from the metal d orbitals. The conduction
band-edge state is made of dz2 orbitals and remains spin
degenerate at K points, whereas the valence-band-edge
state splits. Approximating the SOC by the intra-atomic
contribution L ' S, we find the total Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ ! at""kx#̂x % ky#̂y# %
!

2
#̂z $ $"

#̂z $ 1

2
ŝz; (3)

where 2$ is the spin splitting at the valence band top
caused by the SOC and ŝz is the Pauli matrix for spin.
The spin-up ( " ) and spin-down ( # ) components are com-
pletely decoupled and sz remains a good quantum number.
We emphasize that the spin splitting does not depend on
the model details; it is a general consequence of inversion
symmetry breaking, similar to the Dresselhaus spin split-
ting in zinc-blende semiconductors [27]. Time-reversal

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The unit cell of bulk 2H-MoS2,
which has the inversion center located in the middle plane. It
contains two unit cells of MoS2 monolayers, which lacks an
inversion center. (b) Top view of theMoS2 monolayer. Ri are the
vectors connecting nearest Mo atoms. (c) Schematic drawing of
the band structure at the band edges located at the K points.

TABLE I. Fitting result from first-principles band structure
calculations. The monolayer is relaxed. The sizes of spin split-
ting 2$ at valence-band edge were previously reported in the first
principle studies [12]. The unit is Å for a, and eV for t, !, and $.
"1 ("2) is the Berry curvature in unit of #A2, evaluated at $K
point for the spin-up (-down) conduction band.

a ! t 2$ "1 "2

MoS2 3.193 1.66 1.10 0.15 9.88 8.26
WS2 3.197 1.79 1.37 0.43 15.51 9.57
MoSe2 3.313 1.47 0.94 0.18 10.23 7.96
WSe2 3.310 1.60 1.19 0.46 16.81 9.39
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So let us write down a tight binding model to resolve the above issues 
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  Motivation (more than band structure!)

Electronic properties of  confined geometries, 
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A starting point for non-equilibrium transport and 
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  Setting up the tight binding model
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
!

iµ!

"
"a
µ!a

†
iµai! + "b

µ!b
†
iµbi! + "b"

µ!b
"†
iµb"

i!

#

+
!

#ij$,µ!

tij,µ!a
†
iµ(bi! + b"

i!) + H.c. (1)

Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
1" = "

b(")
2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$

ks (
†
ks(H ! ES)(ks with (ks =

(aks,1,aks,2,aks,3,bks,1" ,bks,2" ,b"
ks,1" ,b"

ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as

H =

%

&'
Ĥa Ĥt Ĥt

Ĥ
†
t Ĥb 0

Ĥ
†
t 0 Ĥb"

(

)*, S =

%

&'
1 Ŝ Ŝ

Ŝ† 1 0
Ŝ† 0 1

(

)*, (2)

with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
hopping matrix

Ĥt =

%

'
t11f (k,)) !e!i)t11f (k, ! ))

t21f (k, ! )) t22f (k,0)
!t22f (k,0) !ei)t21f (k,))

(

*, (3)

and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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S =
X

hiji,µ⌫

sij,µ⌫a
†
iµ(bi⌫ + b0i⌫) + h.c.
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✏aµ⌫ = ha, i, µ|H|a, i, ⌫i
✏bµ⌫ = hb, i, µ|H|b, i, ⌫i

✏b
0

µ⌫ = hb0, i, µ|H|b0, i, ⌫i

tij,µ⌫ = ha, i, µ|H|b(b0), j, ⌫i
sij,µ⌫ = ha, i, µ|b(b0), j, ⌫i



  Symmetries of the model
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  Symmetries of the model

C3 = e�i!Lz , ! = 2⇡/3

�v : (x, y, z) ! (�x, y, z)

�h : (x, y, z) ! (x, y,�z)

Trigonal rotation

Reflection (yz plane)

Reflection (xy plane)

H = C†
3HC3

H = ��1
v H�v

H = ��1
h H�h

Symmetry operators

2

t
�1± =

0

@
t11 t12
t21 t22
t31 t32

1

A

t
�2± =

0

@
ei!t11 e�i!t12
e�i!t21 t22
t31 ei!t32

1

A

t
�3± =

0

@
e�i!t11 ei!t12
ei!t21 t22
t31 e�i!t32

1

A

(6)

where the orbitals are labeled by {1, 2, 3} ⌘
{|2, 0i, |2, 2i, |2,�2i} on Mo atoms and {1, 2} ⌘
{|1, 1i, |1,�1i} on S atoms. Subindex of hopping ma-
trixes indicate the nearest neighbor vector which are as
below

�1± = a0(

p
3

2
cos ✓,�1

2
cos ✓,± sin ✓)

�2± = a0(0, cos ✓,± sin ✓)

�3± = a0(
�
p
3

2
cos ✓,�1

2
cos ✓,± sin ✓) (7)

where a0 = 2.43Å and ✓ = 40.7 degree are the Mo-S
bound length and the angle between this bound and Mo
plane. To find above equations,we also used the operation
of C3 on �

i± as C3�1± = �2± and C3�2± = �3±.

�
v

: {x ! �x; y, z ! y, z} is the reflection symmetry by
yz plane which gives

�
v

|2, 0i = |2, 0i
�
v

|2,±2i = |2,⌥2i
�
v

|1,±1i = �|1,⌥1i (8)

From the above equations together with �
v

�1± = �3±
and �

v

�2± = �2±, we can simplify Eq.5 with A3 = A2 ,
B1 = B2 = B and also Eq.6 goes to

t
�1± =

0

@
t11 �e�i!t11
t21 t22
�t22 �ei!t21

1

A

t
�2± =

0

@
ei!t11 �ei!t11
e�i!t21 t22
�t22 �e�i!t21

1

A

t
�3± =

0

@
e�i!t11 �t11
ei!t21 t22
�t22 �t21

1

A

(9)

Now we will show that all of the hopping (t11, t21, t22)
are proportional to V

pd�

which is Slater-Koster param-
eter of the system. In Slater-Koster method we de-
fine some standard hopping parameters as V

ll

0|m| =
h~R0, l0,m|H|~R, l,mi where m = 0, 1, 2 stands for �,⇡, �
bond. After that other hopping integrals can be found
from SK table6. From the definition of the hopping inte-
grals we have

t11 =
1p
2
{ha, i, d

z

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pxi+ iha, i, d
z

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pyi}

t12 =
1p
2
{ha, i, d

z

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pxi � iha, i, d
z

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pyi}

t21 =
1

2
{ha, i, d

x

2�y

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pxi+ ha, i, d
xy

|H|b, i+ �1, pyi

+ i(ha, i, d
x

2�y

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pyi � ha, i, d
xy

|H|b, i+ �1, pxi)}

t22 =
1

2
{ha, i, d

x

2�y

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pxi � ha, i, d
xy

|H|b, i+ �1, pyi

� i(ha, i, d
x

2�y

2 |H|b, i+ �1, pyi+ ha, i, d
xy

|H|b, i+ �1, pxi)}
(10)

Then from Slater-Koster method6 we have

✏a =

0

@
A1 0 0
0 A2 0
0 0 A2

1

A

✏b =

✓
B 0
0 B

◆

Symmetry relations
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constraints on the on-site energies and hopping integrals, and
thus we have

!a =

!

"
A1 0 0
0 A2 0
0 0 A2

#

$, !b = !b! =
%

B 0
0 B

&
,

t"1± =

!

"
t11 "e"i#t11

t21 t22

"t22 "ei#t21

#

$, t"2± =

!

"
ei#t11 "ei#t11

e"i#t21 t22

"t22 "e"i#t21

#

$,

t"3± =

!

"
e"i#t11 "t11

ei#t21 t22

"t22 "t21

#

$. (A3)

Note that the same relations can be found for s"i± by substitut-
ing the tµ$’s with sµ$’s. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction
of the Mo atoms, it is easy to generalize !a by replacing
(!a)22 # A2 + %s and (!a)33 # A2 " %s. The subindices of
the hopping matrices indicate the nearest-neighbor vectors,

"1± = a

%$
3

2
cos &, " 1

2
cos &, ± sin &

&
,

"2± = a(0, cos &, ± sin & ), (A4)

"3± = a

%"
$

3
2

cos &, " 1
2

cos &, ± sin &

&
,

where a = 2.43 Å and & = 40.7% (Ref. 26) are the Mo-S bond
length and the angle between the bond and the Mo plane,
respectively. To find the above equations, we also used the
operation of C3 and 'v on "i± as C3"1± = "2±, C3"2± = "3±,
'v"1± = "3±, and 'v"2± = "2±.

Following a method proposed by Slater and Koster17 (SK),
all hopping and overlap integrals can be written as linear com-
binations of Vpd' and Vpd( and Spd' and Spd( . In this method,
we define some standard hopping and overlap parameters
as Vll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m|H | 'R,l,m( and Sll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m| 'R,l,m(,
where m = 0,1 stands for ',( bonds and the other hopping
and overlap integrals can be found from the SK table.17 In this
way we find

t11 = " 1$
2

(nx + iny)
'$

3n2
zVpd( + 1

2

(
1 " 3n2

z

)
Vpd'

*
,

t21 = 1
2

(nx " iny)
'$

3
2

Vpd'

(
1 " n2

z

)
+ Vpd(

(
1 + n2

z

)*
,

t22 = 1
2

(nx " iny)3
%$

3
2

Vpd' " Vpd(

&
, (A5)

where n = (nx,ny,nz) is a unit vector pointing between the
nearest-neighbor lattice points. Once again, we can obtain
similar relations for the overlaps by substituting the hopping
matrix elements with those of the overlap matrix. These
relations help us to reduce the number of independent hopping
parameters from 3 to 2. In the absence of external bias, due
to the symmetry between the two sulfur sublattices, we can
simply reduce the 7 ) 7 Hamiltonian to 5 ) 5 as below:

H =
+

Ĥa 2Ĥt

2Ĥ
†
t 2Ĥb

,

, S =
+

1 2Ŝ

2Ŝ
†

2

,

. (A6)

To find the unknown parameters, we should first obtain the
energy bands around the K point. After solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem as H|)( = ES|)( at the K point, we can
find the energies as

E1 = A+,

E2 =
(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11) "

-
[(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11)]2 + (1 " 18|s11|2)(18|t11|2 " A1B)

1 " 18|s11|2
,

E3 =
(A" + B)/2 " 18Ree(t21s

*
21) "

-
[(A" + B)/2 " 18Ree(t21s

*
21)]2 + (1 " 18|s21|2)(18|t21|2 " A"B)

1 " 18|s21|2
, (A7)

E4 =
(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11) +

-
[(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11)]2 + (1 " 18|s11|2)(18|t11|2 " A1B)

1 " 18|s11|2
,

E5 =
(A" + B)/2 " 18Ree(t21s

*
21) +

-
[(A" + B)/2 " 18Ree(t21s

*
21)]2 + (1 " 18|s21|2)(18|t21|2 " A"B)

1 " 18|s21|2
.

These eigenvalues include bonding (with lower energy) and antibonding (with higher energy) of p-d bands. Since the conduction
and valence bands are mostly formed from dz2 and dx2"y2 + idxy orbitals of Mo, E1 and E2 are the valence band maximum and
the conduction band minimum located at the K point, respectively.

APPENDIX B: TWO-BAND HAMILTONIAN

Here, we find the low-energy two-band effective Hamiltonian with the Löwdin partitioning method.21 As described in the
text, we change the nonorthogonal basis to an orthogonal one and then rotate it by using a unitary transformation U0, which
diagonalizes .H0 so that we arrive at a new Hamiltonian,

H = U
†
0S

"1/2HS"1/2U0, (B1)
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constraints on the on-site energies and hopping integrals, and
thus we have

!a =

!

"
A1 0 0
0 A2 0
0 0 A2

#

$, !b = !b! =
%

B 0
0 B

&
,

t"1± =

!

"
t11 "e"i#t11

t21 t22

"t22 "ei#t21

#

$, t"2± =

!

"
ei#t11 "ei#t11

e"i#t21 t22

"t22 "e"i#t21

#

$,

t"3± =

!

"
e"i#t11 "t11

ei#t21 t22

"t22 "t21

#

$. (A3)

Note that the same relations can be found for s"i± by substitut-
ing the tµ$’s with sµ$’s. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction
of the Mo atoms, it is easy to generalize !a by replacing
(!a)22 # A2 + %s and (!a)33 # A2 " %s. The subindices of
the hopping matrices indicate the nearest-neighbor vectors,

"1± = a

%$
3

2
cos &, " 1

2
cos &, ± sin &

&
,

"2± = a(0, cos &, ± sin & ), (A4)

"3± = a

%"
$

3
2

cos &, " 1
2

cos &, ± sin &

&
,

where a = 2.43 Å and & = 40.7% (Ref. 26) are the Mo-S bond
length and the angle between the bond and the Mo plane,
respectively. To find the above equations, we also used the
operation of C3 and 'v on "i± as C3"1± = "2±, C3"2± = "3±,
'v"1± = "3±, and 'v"2± = "2±.

Following a method proposed by Slater and Koster17 (SK),
all hopping and overlap integrals can be written as linear com-
binations of Vpd' and Vpd( and Spd' and Spd( . In this method,
we define some standard hopping and overlap parameters
as Vll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m|H | 'R,l,m( and Sll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m| 'R,l,m(,
where m = 0,1 stands for ',( bonds and the other hopping
and overlap integrals can be found from the SK table.17 In this
way we find
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where n = (nx,ny,nz) is a unit vector pointing between the
nearest-neighbor lattice points. Once again, we can obtain
similar relations for the overlaps by substituting the hopping
matrix elements with those of the overlap matrix. These
relations help us to reduce the number of independent hopping
parameters from 3 to 2. In the absence of external bias, due
to the symmetry between the two sulfur sublattices, we can
simply reduce the 7 ) 7 Hamiltonian to 5 ) 5 as below:

H =
+

Ĥa 2Ĥt

2Ĥ
†
t 2Ĥb

,

, S =
+

1 2Ŝ

2Ŝ
†

2

,

. (A6)

To find the unknown parameters, we should first obtain the
energy bands around the K point. After solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem as H|)( = ES|)( at the K point, we can
find the energies as

E1 = A+,

E2 =
(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11) "

-
[(A1 + B)/2 " 18Ree(t11s

*
11)]2 + (1 " 18|s11|2)(18|t11|2 " A1B)
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,
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*
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-
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*
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.

These eigenvalues include bonding (with lower energy) and antibonding (with higher energy) of p-d bands. Since the conduction
and valence bands are mostly formed from dz2 and dx2"y2 + idxy orbitals of Mo, E1 and E2 are the valence band maximum and
the conduction band minimum located at the K point, respectively.

APPENDIX B: TWO-BAND HAMILTONIAN

Here, we find the low-energy two-band effective Hamiltonian with the Löwdin partitioning method.21 As described in the
text, we change the nonorthogonal basis to an orthogonal one and then rotate it by using a unitary transformation U0, which
diagonalizes .H0 so that we arrive at a new Hamiltonian,

H = U
†
0S

"1/2HS"1/2U0, (B1)
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constraints on the on-site energies and hopping integrals, and
thus we have
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Note that the same relations can be found for s"i± by substitut-
ing the tµ$’s with sµ$’s. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction
of the Mo atoms, it is easy to generalize !a by replacing
(!a)22 # A2 + %s and (!a)33 # A2 " %s. The subindices of
the hopping matrices indicate the nearest-neighbor vectors,
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where a = 2.43 Å and & = 40.7% (Ref. 26) are the Mo-S bond
length and the angle between the bond and the Mo plane,
respectively. To find the above equations, we also used the
operation of C3 and 'v on "i± as C3"1± = "2±, C3"2± = "3±,
'v"1± = "3±, and 'v"2± = "2±.

Following a method proposed by Slater and Koster17 (SK),
all hopping and overlap integrals can be written as linear com-
binations of Vpd' and Vpd( and Spd' and Spd( . In this method,
we define some standard hopping and overlap parameters
as Vll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m|H | 'R,l,m( and Sll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m| 'R,l,m(,
where m = 0,1 stands for ',( bonds and the other hopping
and overlap integrals can be found from the SK table.17 In this
way we find
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where n = (nx,ny,nz) is a unit vector pointing between the
nearest-neighbor lattice points. Once again, we can obtain
similar relations for the overlaps by substituting the hopping
matrix elements with those of the overlap matrix. These
relations help us to reduce the number of independent hopping
parameters from 3 to 2. In the absence of external bias, due
to the symmetry between the two sulfur sublattices, we can
simply reduce the 7 ) 7 Hamiltonian to 5 ) 5 as below:

H =
+

Ĥa 2Ĥt

2Ĥ
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To find the unknown parameters, we should first obtain the
energy bands around the K point. After solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem as H|)( = ES|)( at the K point, we can
find the energies as

E1 = A+,

E2 =
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These eigenvalues include bonding (with lower energy) and antibonding (with higher energy) of p-d bands. Since the conduction
and valence bands are mostly formed from dz2 and dx2"y2 + idxy orbitals of Mo, E1 and E2 are the valence band maximum and
the conduction band minimum located at the K point, respectively.

APPENDIX B: TWO-BAND HAMILTONIAN

Here, we find the low-energy two-band effective Hamiltonian with the Löwdin partitioning method.21 As described in the
text, we change the nonorthogonal basis to an orthogonal one and then rotate it by using a unitary transformation U0, which
diagonalizes .H0 so that we arrive at a new Hamiltonian,

H = U
†
0S

"1/2HS"1/2U0, (B1)
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constraints on the on-site energies and hopping integrals, and
thus we have
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Note that the same relations can be found for s"i± by substitut-
ing the tµ$’s with sµ$’s. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction
of the Mo atoms, it is easy to generalize !a by replacing
(!a)22 # A2 + %s and (!a)33 # A2 " %s. The subindices of
the hopping matrices indicate the nearest-neighbor vectors,
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"2± = a(0, cos &, ± sin & ), (A4)
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where a = 2.43 Å and & = 40.7% (Ref. 26) are the Mo-S bond
length and the angle between the bond and the Mo plane,
respectively. To find the above equations, we also used the
operation of C3 and 'v on "i± as C3"1± = "2±, C3"2± = "3±,
'v"1± = "3±, and 'v"2± = "2±.

Following a method proposed by Slater and Koster17 (SK),
all hopping and overlap integrals can be written as linear com-
binations of Vpd' and Vpd( and Spd' and Spd( . In this method,
we define some standard hopping and overlap parameters
as Vll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m|H | 'R,l,m( and Sll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m| 'R,l,m(,
where m = 0,1 stands for ',( bonds and the other hopping
and overlap integrals can be found from the SK table.17 In this
way we find
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where n = (nx,ny,nz) is a unit vector pointing between the
nearest-neighbor lattice points. Once again, we can obtain
similar relations for the overlaps by substituting the hopping
matrix elements with those of the overlap matrix. These
relations help us to reduce the number of independent hopping
parameters from 3 to 2. In the absence of external bias, due
to the symmetry between the two sulfur sublattices, we can
simply reduce the 7 ) 7 Hamiltonian to 5 ) 5 as below:
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+
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To find the unknown parameters, we should first obtain the
energy bands around the K point. After solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem as H|)( = ES|)( at the K point, we can
find the energies as

E1 = A+,

E2 =
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These eigenvalues include bonding (with lower energy) and antibonding (with higher energy) of p-d bands. Since the conduction
and valence bands are mostly formed from dz2 and dx2"y2 + idxy orbitals of Mo, E1 and E2 are the valence band maximum and
the conduction band minimum located at the K point, respectively.

APPENDIX B: TWO-BAND HAMILTONIAN

Here, we find the low-energy two-band effective Hamiltonian with the Löwdin partitioning method.21 As described in the
text, we change the nonorthogonal basis to an orthogonal one and then rotate it by using a unitary transformation U0, which
diagonalizes .H0 so that we arrive at a new Hamiltonian,

H = U
†
0S

"1/2HS"1/2U0, (B1)
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constraints on the on-site energies and hopping integrals, and
thus we have
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Note that the same relations can be found for s"i± by substitut-
ing the tµ$’s with sµ$’s. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction
of the Mo atoms, it is easy to generalize !a by replacing
(!a)22 # A2 + %s and (!a)33 # A2 " %s. The subindices of
the hopping matrices indicate the nearest-neighbor vectors,
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where a = 2.43 Å and & = 40.7% (Ref. 26) are the Mo-S bond
length and the angle between the bond and the Mo plane,
respectively. To find the above equations, we also used the
operation of C3 and 'v on "i± as C3"1± = "2±, C3"2± = "3±,
'v"1± = "3±, and 'v"2± = "2±.

Following a method proposed by Slater and Koster17 (SK),
all hopping and overlap integrals can be written as linear com-
binations of Vpd' and Vpd( and Spd' and Spd( . In this method,
we define some standard hopping and overlap parameters
as Vll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m|H | 'R,l,m( and Sll!|m| = & 'R!,l!,m| 'R,l,m(,
where m = 0,1 stands for ',( bonds and the other hopping
and overlap integrals can be found from the SK table.17 In this
way we find
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where n = (nx,ny,nz) is a unit vector pointing between the
nearest-neighbor lattice points. Once again, we can obtain
similar relations for the overlaps by substituting the hopping
matrix elements with those of the overlap matrix. These
relations help us to reduce the number of independent hopping
parameters from 3 to 2. In the absence of external bias, due
to the symmetry between the two sulfur sublattices, we can
simply reduce the 7 ) 7 Hamiltonian to 5 ) 5 as below:
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To find the unknown parameters, we should first obtain the
energy bands around the K point. After solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem as H|)( = ES|)( at the K point, we can
find the energies as

E1 = A+,
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These eigenvalues include bonding (with lower energy) and antibonding (with higher energy) of p-d bands. Since the conduction
and valence bands are mostly formed from dz2 and dx2"y2 + idxy orbitals of Mo, E1 and E2 are the valence band maximum and
the conduction band minimum located at the K point, respectively.

APPENDIX B: TWO-BAND HAMILTONIAN

Here, we find the low-energy two-band effective Hamiltonian with the Löwdin partitioning method.21 As described in the
text, we change the nonorthogonal basis to an orthogonal one and then rotate it by using a unitary transformation U0, which
diagonalizes .H0 so that we arrive at a new Hamiltonian,

H = U
†
0S

"1/2HS"1/2U0, (B1)
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
!

iµ!

"
"a
µ!a

†
iµai! + "b

µ!b
†
iµbi! + "b"

µ!b
"†
iµb"

i!

#

+
!

#ij$,µ!

tij,µ!a
†
iµ(bi! + b"

i!) + H.c. (1)

Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
1" = "

b(")
2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$

ks (
†
ks(H ! ES)(ks with (ks =

(aks,1,aks,2,aks,3,bks,1" ,bks,2" ,b"
ks,1" ,b"

ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as

H =

%

&'
Ĥa Ĥt Ĥt

Ĥ
†
t Ĥb 0

Ĥ
†
t 0 Ĥb"

(

)*, S =

%

&'
1 Ŝ Ŝ

Ŝ† 1 0
Ŝ† 0 1

(

)*, (2)

with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
hopping matrix

Ĥt =

%

'
t11f (k,)) !e!i)t11f (k, ! ))

t21f (k, ! )) t22f (k,0)
!t22f (k,0) !ei)t21f (k,))

(

*, (3)

and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
!

iµ!

"
"a
µ!a

†
iµai! + "b

µ!b
†
iµbi! + "b"

µ!b
"†
iµb"

i!

#
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!
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tij,µ!a
†
iµ(bi! + b"

i!) + H.c. (1)

Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
1" = "

b(")
2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$

ks (
†
ks(H ! ES)(ks with (ks =

(aks,1,aks,2,aks,3,bks,1" ,bks,2" ,b"
ks,1" ,b"

ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as

H =
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Ĥa Ĥt Ĥt
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†
t Ĥb 0
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†
t 0 Ĥb"

(

)*, S =
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)*, (2)

with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
hopping matrix

Ĥt =
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and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
!

iµ!
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†
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Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
1" = "

b(")
2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$

ks (
†
ks(H ! ES)(ks with (ks =

(aks,1,aks,2,aks,3,bks,1" ,bks,2" ,b"
ks,1" ,b"

ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as

H =

%
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Ĥa Ĥt Ĥt

Ĥ
†
t Ĥb 0

Ĥ
†
t 0 Ĥb"

(

)*, S =

%

&'
1 Ŝ Ŝ

Ŝ† 1 0
Ŝ† 0 1

(

)*, (2)

with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
hopping matrix

Ĥt =

%

'
t11f (k,)) !e!i)t11f (k, ! ))

t21f (k, ! )) t22f (k,0)
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and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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d and p orbitals split into three and two groups, respectively:
{dz2}, {dx2!y2 ,dxy}, {dxz,dyz} and {px,py}, {pz}. The reflection
symmetry along the z direction allows the coupling of Mo dxz

and dyz orbitals with only the pz orbital of the S atom, whose
contribution at the valence band maximum (VBM) and the
conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the symmetry
points is negligible according to first-principle calculations.13

Therefore the conduction band minimum is mainly formed
from Mo dz2 orbitals and the valence band maximum is
constructed from the Mo {dx2!y2 ,dxy} orbitals with mixing
from S {px,py} (Refs. 13 and 14) in both cases.

We thus can construct the tight-binding Hamiltonian for
ML-MDS by using symmetry-adapted states and assuming
nearest-neighbor hopping terms:

ĤTB =
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Here a and b (b") indicate the Mo and S atoms in the up
(down) layer, respectively. The indices µ and ! show the
orbital degrees of freedom labeled as {1,2,3} % {dz2 ,dx2!y2 +
idxy,dx2!y2 ! idxy} and {1",2"} % {px + ipy,px ! ipy} for the
Mo and S atoms, subsequently. Therefore the matrices "a and
"b ("b"

), and tij,µ! = #a,i,µ|H |b,j,!$ are responsible for the
on-site energies of the Mo and S atoms and hopping between
different neighboring sites in the space of different orbitals,
respectively. We do need to take into account the overlap
integrals S, defined similarly to the hopping terms of the
Hamiltonian with elements sij,µ! = #a,i,µ|b,j,!$.

Due to the trigonal rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
the on-site energy matrices take the diagonal form "c

µ! =
"c
µ + Uc for c := {a,b,b"}, in which "c

µ shows the intrinsic
value of the on-site energies for the corresponding orbital
state and Uc indicates the potential shift induced by the
perpendicular gate voltage. Moreover, the symmetry properties
of the lattice lead to only three independent on-site energies
A1 % "a

1 , A2 % "a
2 = "a

3 , and B % "
b(")
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2" . Accordingly

the symmetries imposed by #v, #h, and C3 result in constraints
on the number of hopping integrals (three parameters) and
overlap integrals (three parameters) (see Appendix A for
details). For the sake of definiteness, we choose t11, t22, and t21
as hopping integrals between the orbital pairs (1,1"), (2,2"), and
(2,1") along the $1± directions, respectively, and corresponding
forms for the overlap integral elements. A good approximation
is provided by the Slater-Koster method17 in which all
of the hopping and overlap integrals are written as linear
combinations of the hopping integrals Vpd# ,Vpd% and overlap
integrals Spd# ,Spd% where Vpd# = #R",p,# |H |R,d,# $ and
Spd# = #R",p,# |R,d,# $, for instance. To complete our effec-
tive Hamiltonian, we need to add spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
in the model, which causes spin-valley coupling in the valence
band. The large SOI in ML-MDS can be approximately
understood by the intra-atomic contribution HSO = & (r)S · L.
We consider only the most important contribution of the
Mo atoms which gives rise to the spin-orbit coupling term
H Mo

SO = ' diag{0,s, ! s} in the basis of states {1,2,3} where
' is the spin-orbit coupling and s = ±. To study the band
structure properties provided by our tight-binding model, we

find its k-space form as
$
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ks(H ! ES)(ks with (ks =

(aks,1,aks,2,aks,3,bks,1" ,bks,2" ,b"
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ks,2" )& in which cks,µ =$
i cisµ exp(ik · Ri) (c := {a,b,b"}) are the annihilation oper-

ators of electrons with momentum k, spin s, and orbital degree
µ. The Hamiltonian density H and overlap S are obtained as

H =
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with the on-site energy Hamiltonian Ĥa = Ua13 +
diag(A1,A+,A!), Ĥb = (B + Ub)12, Ĥb" = (B + Ub"

)12, the
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and the overlap matrix Ŝ defined similarly to Ĥt but with the
tµ!’s replaced by sµ!’s. Here, A± = A2 ± 's and f (k,)) =
eik·!1 + ei(k·!2+)) + ei(k·!3!)) is the structure factor with ) =
2%/3, in-plane momentum k = (kx,ky), and !i (i = 1,2,3) the
in-plane components of the lattice vectors $i±.

Generally, our tight-binding model leads to seven bands for
each spin component; however, in the absence of external bias,
i.e., Uc = 0, the symmetry between top and bottom S sublayers
reduces the number of bands to five. Two of them correspond
to the conduction and valence bands, from which we calculate
the effective electron and hole masses, energy gap, and valence
band edge. Moreover, since the conduction band minimum
mostly comes from d orbitals,13 we assume 10% mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band. This assumption is in good
agreement with the result reported in Ref. 18 (for more details
on the effect of the mixing percentage see Appendix B). This
provides us with five equations for seven unknown parameters
based on the values obtained from ab initio calculations and
experimental measurements. Furthermore, it is reasonable11

to consider sµ!/tµ! = 0.1 eV!1, which reduces the number of
unknown parameters to five. We consider the energy gap * =
1.9 eV, spin-orbit coupling ' = 80 meV, effective electron
and hole masses me = 0.37m0 and mh = !0.44m0 (m0 is the
free-electron mass),19 and EVBM = !5.73 eV.20 Eventually,
all parameters are known and we then obtain the on-site
energies A1 = !1.45 eV, A2 = !5.8 eV, and B = 5.53 eV and
hopping integrals ei%/6t11 = 0.82 eV, e!i%/6t21 = !1.0 eV, and
e!i%/2t22 = 0.51 eV. With these parameters, our tight-binding
theory is completed.

Now we present an effective low-energy two-band con-
tinuum Hamiltonian governing the conduction and valence
bands around the K and K " points, by exploiting the Löwdin
partitioning method.21 We first change our nonorthogonal
basis (|($) to an orthogonal one (|( "$ = S1/2|($), leading
to a standard eigenvalue problem +H |( "$ = E|( "$ with +H =
S!1/2HS!1/2. More analytical calculations can be found
in the Appendixes. To employ the partitioning method, we
expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in q = k ! K
around the K = (4%/3

'
3a0,0) point; this can be written as

the sum of q-independent (H0) and q-dependent (H1) parts,
H = H0 + H1. Then we rotate the orbital basis to |( "

0i$
(i = 1, . . . ,5), which are the eigenstates of +H0 corresponding
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  Empirical fitting the model 

Empirical inputs for fitting

A1 = �1.45 eV

A2 = �5.80 eV

B = 5.53 eV

ei⇡/6t11 = 0.82 eV

e�i⇡/6t11 = �1 eV

e�i⇡/2t11 = 0.51 eV

Fitted values of 
model parameters

Radisavljevic et al, Nat. Nanotech (2011); 
Mak, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2010);
Peeraers, Van de Walle, Phys. Rev. B (2012);

Yunguo Li, et al, arXiv: 1211.4052

� = 1.9 eV

� = 80 meV

me = 0.37m0

mh = �0.44m0

EVBM = �5.7 eV

sµ⌫ = 0.1tµ⌫/eV

10% p�mixing
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to the eigenvalues Ei . In the new basis, the transformed
Hamiltonian is U

†
0
!HU0 where U0 is the unitary diagonalizing

matrix. We define two subspaces {|! !
01",|! !

02"} corresponding
to the conduction and valence bands and {|! !

03",|! !
04",|! !

05"}
for the three remaining bands. Then we take the block-diagonal
and off-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian in these subspaces as
Hdiag and V , respectively, and use the unitary transformation
H ! = e#OU

†
0
!HU0e

O such that the lowest order in V is
eliminated. This results in an effective Hamiltonian H ! =
Hdiag + [V,O]/2, which is block diagonal in the subspaces
up to the second order in V .

The final result for the two-band Hamiltonian describing
the conduction and valence bands reads

H" s = #

2
$z + %" s

1 # $z

2
+ t0a0q · ! "

+ h̄2|q|2

4m0
(& + '$z) + t1a

2
0q · ! $

" $xq · ! $
" (4)

for spin s = ± and valley " = ±, with Pauli matrices ! " =
("$x,$y) and momentum q = (qx,qy). The numerical values
of the two-band model parameters are t0 = 1.68 eV, t1 =
0.1 eV, & = 0.43, and ' = 2.21. Notice that & = m0/m+ and
' = m0/m# # 4m0v

2/(# # %) where m± = memh/(mh ±
me) and v = t0a0/h̄. Moreover, a quadratic correction (% %
(0.03 eV)(a0|q|)2 arises to the spin-orbit coupling due to
folding down of the five-band model to a two-band one. This
correction is estimated by using the effective masses of two
spin-split valence band branches as mh(&) = #0.44m0 and
mh(') = #0.46m0 at the K point. Notice that the correction
term can be safely ignored in the validity range of the effective
low-energy two-band model (a0|q| ( 1).

The Hamiltonian differs from that introduced by Xiao et al.4
because of the second-order terms in q. The diagonal q2

terms, which contribute to the energy in the same way as
does the first-order off-diagonal term, are responsible for the
difference between electron and hole masses recently reported
by using ab initio calculations.19 Moreover, the last term leads
to anisotropic q3 corrections to the energy, which contribute
to the trigonal warping effect. Importantly, & vanishes for
the case that me = #mh; however, ' remains a constant.
Basically, there is the possibility to have a cubic off-diagonal
term in the low-energy Hamiltonian which in the calculation
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the
off-diagonal q terms and eventually contributes at the same
order as the diagonal q2 terms. Since that term is very small,
we thus ignore the q3 off-diagonal term.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our main calculations for
the electronic properties of MoS2 by evaluating Eqs. (2),
(3), and (4). We propose first the lattice Hamiltonian by
considering numerical values of the hopping integrals and
show the band structure of ML-MDS. Second, we present
our numerical results for the electronic structure in two
different models by exploring the Landau levels (LLs) and
investigating the tunability of the electronic structure via an
external perpendicular gate voltage.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band structure of ML-MDS consisting
of five bands in which two are spin split in the valence band. The dot-
dashed line refers to one spin and the dashed line denotes another spin
component. Solid lines refer to the spin-degenerate band. (b) A com-
parison between the band structure calculated by the present theory
(solid lines) and the results calculated in Ref. 19 (dashed lines) based
on density functional theory. Notice that our theory works quite well
around the K point for the particle (hole or electron) density less than
1014 cm#2 (for instance, EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Here, a0 = a cos )

where a is the length of the Mo-S bond and ) is the angle between the
bond and the xy plane. (c) Side and top views of the lattice structure
where the Mo atom (larger green sphere) is surrounded by six
S atoms.

Figure 1 shows the band structure of ML-MDS consisting of
five bands for each spin in the absence of an external field. Two
of them are spin polarized (dot-dashed and dashed lines) and
the others are spin degenerate (solid lines). We note that due
to the limitations of our model, the high-energy bands may
not be comparable with those of first-principle calculations
in a quantitative manner. Figure 1(b) shows a comparison
between our results and those calculated by density functional
theory,19 indicating that our theory is in good agreement
with density functional theory results close to the K point
up to a high particle (hole or electron) density 1014 cm#2

(in the case of the electron doped system, the Fermi energy
is EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Nevertheless our effective model
Hamiltonian does not provide a good description of the physics
around the * point, where other orbitals like pz must be
considered in order to describe the electronic dispersion.18
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to the eigenvalues Ei . In the new basis, the transformed
Hamiltonian is U

†
0
!HU0 where U0 is the unitary diagonalizing

matrix. We define two subspaces {|! !
01",|! !

02"} corresponding
to the conduction and valence bands and {|! !

03",|! !
04",|! !

05"}
for the three remaining bands. Then we take the block-diagonal
and off-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian in these subspaces as
Hdiag and V , respectively, and use the unitary transformation
H ! = e#OU

†
0
!HU0e

O such that the lowest order in V is
eliminated. This results in an effective Hamiltonian H ! =
Hdiag + [V,O]/2, which is block diagonal in the subspaces
up to the second order in V .

The final result for the two-band Hamiltonian describing
the conduction and valence bands reads

H" s = #

2
$z + %" s

1 # $z

2
+ t0a0q · ! "

+ h̄2|q|2

4m0
(& + '$z) + t1a

2
0q · ! $

" $xq · ! $
" (4)

for spin s = ± and valley " = ±, with Pauli matrices ! " =
("$x,$y) and momentum q = (qx,qy). The numerical values
of the two-band model parameters are t0 = 1.68 eV, t1 =
0.1 eV, & = 0.43, and ' = 2.21. Notice that & = m0/m+ and
' = m0/m# # 4m0v

2/(# # %) where m± = memh/(mh ±
me) and v = t0a0/h̄. Moreover, a quadratic correction (% %
(0.03 eV)(a0|q|)2 arises to the spin-orbit coupling due to
folding down of the five-band model to a two-band one. This
correction is estimated by using the effective masses of two
spin-split valence band branches as mh(&) = #0.44m0 and
mh(') = #0.46m0 at the K point. Notice that the correction
term can be safely ignored in the validity range of the effective
low-energy two-band model (a0|q| ( 1).

The Hamiltonian differs from that introduced by Xiao et al.4
because of the second-order terms in q. The diagonal q2

terms, which contribute to the energy in the same way as
does the first-order off-diagonal term, are responsible for the
difference between electron and hole masses recently reported
by using ab initio calculations.19 Moreover, the last term leads
to anisotropic q3 corrections to the energy, which contribute
to the trigonal warping effect. Importantly, & vanishes for
the case that me = #mh; however, ' remains a constant.
Basically, there is the possibility to have a cubic off-diagonal
term in the low-energy Hamiltonian which in the calculation
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the
off-diagonal q terms and eventually contributes at the same
order as the diagonal q2 terms. Since that term is very small,
we thus ignore the q3 off-diagonal term.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our main calculations for
the electronic properties of MoS2 by evaluating Eqs. (2),
(3), and (4). We propose first the lattice Hamiltonian by
considering numerical values of the hopping integrals and
show the band structure of ML-MDS. Second, we present
our numerical results for the electronic structure in two
different models by exploring the Landau levels (LLs) and
investigating the tunability of the electronic structure via an
external perpendicular gate voltage.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band structure of ML-MDS consisting
of five bands in which two are spin split in the valence band. The dot-
dashed line refers to one spin and the dashed line denotes another spin
component. Solid lines refer to the spin-degenerate band. (b) A com-
parison between the band structure calculated by the present theory
(solid lines) and the results calculated in Ref. 19 (dashed lines) based
on density functional theory. Notice that our theory works quite well
around the K point for the particle (hole or electron) density less than
1014 cm#2 (for instance, EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Here, a0 = a cos )

where a is the length of the Mo-S bond and ) is the angle between the
bond and the xy plane. (c) Side and top views of the lattice structure
where the Mo atom (larger green sphere) is surrounded by six
S atoms.

Figure 1 shows the band structure of ML-MDS consisting of
five bands for each spin in the absence of an external field. Two
of them are spin polarized (dot-dashed and dashed lines) and
the others are spin degenerate (solid lines). We note that due
to the limitations of our model, the high-energy bands may
not be comparable with those of first-principle calculations
in a quantitative manner. Figure 1(b) shows a comparison
between our results and those calculated by density functional
theory,19 indicating that our theory is in good agreement
with density functional theory results close to the K point
up to a high particle (hole or electron) density 1014 cm#2

(in the case of the electron doped system, the Fermi energy
is EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Nevertheless our effective model
Hamiltonian does not provide a good description of the physics
around the * point, where other orbitals like pz must be
considered in order to describe the electronic dispersion.18
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plots of the conduction (top panel)
and valence (bottom panel) bands in momentum space for spin-up
components together with isoenergy lines to guide the eye. While the
conduction band shows almost isotropic dispersion, trigonal warping
occurs in the valence band around the K points, due to the difference
of the orbital structures of the conduction and valance bands.

We further investigate the band structure close to the
valence and conduction bands and our numerical results are
shown, via contour plots which show the isoenergy lines, in
Fig. 2. A strong anisotropy of the constant-energy lines can
be seen around the K points in the valence band, due to the
trigonal warping, while in the conduction band all lines are
almost isotropic; the warping is due to the difference of the
orbital structures of the conduction and valence bands.

To study the interplay of spin and valley physics, we
introduce, by ignoring trigonal warping, the effect of a time-
reversal symmetry-breaking term by applying a perpendicular

magnetic field, leading to the appearance of LLs as follows:

E±
n,! s = ±

!"
" ! #! s

2
+ h̄$c

#
%n ! &!

2

$%2

+ 2
#

t0a0

lB

$2

n

+ #! s

2
+ h̄$c

#
&n ! %!

2

$
, n = 0,1, . . . , (5)

where $c = eB/2m0 and lB =
"

h̄/(eB) are the cyclotron
frequency and magnetic length, respectively. It should be
noticed that the trigonal warping term t1 leads to a second-order
perturbation correction in the Landau level energy, and accord-
ingly its effect on the Landau levels is very weak. In contrast
to Ref. 16, we see an additional valley-degeneracy-breaking
term which is reminiscent of the Zeeman-like coupling for
valleys. As a result, the conduction band LLs are valley
polarized and the valence band LLs are both valley and
spin polarized, although we have not yet considered the
usual Zeeman interaction for spins. In particular, the n = 0
LLs, E+

0,! s = [" ! h̄$c! (% + &)]/2 and E!
0,! s = #! s ! [" +

h̄$c! (% ! &)]/2, depend on the magnetic field strength in
opposite ways for the two valleys. More intriguingly, the
splittings of the LLs in the conduction and valence bands,
'E+ # 5.4h̄$c and 'E! # 4.6h̄$c, differ from each other
due to the difference of me and !mh. Furthermore, we
can define extra splitting terms for LLs in the conduction
and valence bands: valley splitting 'E+

v = E+
!,s ! E+

+,s =
g+

v h̄$c and spin splitting 'E+
s = E+

!,! ! E+
!,+ = gsh̄$c in the

conduction band, and spin-valley splitting 'E!
s!v = E!

!,s̄ !
E!

+,s = (sgs + g!
v )h̄$c in the valence band, with gs = 2 and

g+
v # % + & (g!

v # % ! &) indicating the spin and valley g
factors for the conduction and valence bands. The splittings
present in the conduction band originate from the valley and
spin contributions, separately, but the splitting in the valence
band comes from both spin and valley terms. Notice that the
valley splitting depends slightly on the amount of mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band through the parameter % and
the influence of the mixing value is very weak (see Appendix B
for more details).

It is also important to investigate the tunability of the
electronic structure via a perpendicular external electric field.
The vertical bias breaks the mirror symmetry (h and modifies
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Spin-up conduction and valence energy
bands, referred to the energy Ev = EVBM + U/2, for different values
of the vertical bias.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plots of the conduction (top panel)
and valence (bottom panel) bands in momentum space for spin-up
components together with isoenergy lines to guide the eye. While the
conduction band shows almost isotropic dispersion, trigonal warping
occurs in the valence band around the K points, due to the difference
of the orbital structures of the conduction and valance bands.

We further investigate the band structure close to the
valence and conduction bands and our numerical results are
shown, via contour plots which show the isoenergy lines, in
Fig. 2. A strong anisotropy of the constant-energy lines can
be seen around the K points in the valence band, due to the
trigonal warping, while in the conduction band all lines are
almost isotropic; the warping is due to the difference of the
orbital structures of the conduction and valence bands.

To study the interplay of spin and valley physics, we
introduce, by ignoring trigonal warping, the effect of a time-
reversal symmetry-breaking term by applying a perpendicular

magnetic field, leading to the appearance of LLs as follows:
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, n = 0,1, . . . , (5)

where $c = eB/2m0 and lB =
"

h̄/(eB) are the cyclotron
frequency and magnetic length, respectively. It should be
noticed that the trigonal warping term t1 leads to a second-order
perturbation correction in the Landau level energy, and accord-
ingly its effect on the Landau levels is very weak. In contrast
to Ref. 16, we see an additional valley-degeneracy-breaking
term which is reminiscent of the Zeeman-like coupling for
valleys. As a result, the conduction band LLs are valley
polarized and the valence band LLs are both valley and
spin polarized, although we have not yet considered the
usual Zeeman interaction for spins. In particular, the n = 0
LLs, E+

0,! s = [" ! h̄$c! (% + &)]/2 and E!
0,! s = #! s ! [" +

h̄$c! (% ! &)]/2, depend on the magnetic field strength in
opposite ways for the two valleys. More intriguingly, the
splittings of the LLs in the conduction and valence bands,
'E+ # 5.4h̄$c and 'E! # 4.6h̄$c, differ from each other
due to the difference of me and !mh. Furthermore, we
can define extra splitting terms for LLs in the conduction
and valence bands: valley splitting 'E+

v = E+
!,s ! E+

+,s =
g+

v h̄$c and spin splitting 'E+
s = E+

!,! ! E+
!,+ = gsh̄$c in the

conduction band, and spin-valley splitting 'E!
s!v = E!

!,s̄ !
E!

+,s = (sgs + g!
v )h̄$c in the valence band, with gs = 2 and

g+
v # % + & (g!

v # % ! &) indicating the spin and valley g
factors for the conduction and valence bands. The splittings
present in the conduction band originate from the valley and
spin contributions, separately, but the splitting in the valence
band comes from both spin and valley terms. Notice that the
valley splitting depends slightly on the amount of mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band through the parameter % and
the influence of the mixing value is very weak (see Appendix B
for more details).

It is also important to investigate the tunability of the
electronic structure via a perpendicular external electric field.
The vertical bias breaks the mirror symmetry (h and modifies
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  A recipe to reach low energies 

H| i = ES| i
| ̃i = S1/2| i H̃ = S�1/2HS�1/2

H̃| ̃i = E| ̃i
Löwdin 
orthogonalization

H = H0 +H1Perturbative expansion around K



  A recipe to reach low energies 

H| i = ES| i
| ̃i = S1/2| i H̃ = S�1/2HS�1/2

H̃| ̃i = E| ̃i
Löwdin 
orthogonalization

H = H0 +H1Perturbative expansion around K

Transform to band basis
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diag + V
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orthogonalization
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  Low energy Hamiltonian 
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to the eigenvalues Ei . In the new basis, the transformed
Hamiltonian is U

†
0
!HU0 where U0 is the unitary diagonalizing

matrix. We define two subspaces {|! !
01",|! !

02"} corresponding
to the conduction and valence bands and {|! !

03",|! !
04",|! !

05"}
for the three remaining bands. Then we take the block-diagonal
and off-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian in these subspaces as
Hdiag and V , respectively, and use the unitary transformation
H ! = e#OU

†
0
!HU0e

O such that the lowest order in V is
eliminated. This results in an effective Hamiltonian H ! =
Hdiag + [V,O]/2, which is block diagonal in the subspaces
up to the second order in V .

The final result for the two-band Hamiltonian describing
the conduction and valence bands reads

H" s = #

2
$z + %" s

1 # $z

2
+ t0a0q · ! "

+ h̄2|q|2

4m0
(& + '$z) + t1a

2
0q · ! $

" $xq · ! $
" (4)

for spin s = ± and valley " = ±, with Pauli matrices ! " =
("$x,$y) and momentum q = (qx,qy). The numerical values
of the two-band model parameters are t0 = 1.68 eV, t1 =
0.1 eV, & = 0.43, and ' = 2.21. Notice that & = m0/m+ and
' = m0/m# # 4m0v

2/(# # %) where m± = memh/(mh ±
me) and v = t0a0/h̄. Moreover, a quadratic correction (% %
(0.03 eV)(a0|q|)2 arises to the spin-orbit coupling due to
folding down of the five-band model to a two-band one. This
correction is estimated by using the effective masses of two
spin-split valence band branches as mh(&) = #0.44m0 and
mh(') = #0.46m0 at the K point. Notice that the correction
term can be safely ignored in the validity range of the effective
low-energy two-band model (a0|q| ( 1).

The Hamiltonian differs from that introduced by Xiao et al.4
because of the second-order terms in q. The diagonal q2

terms, which contribute to the energy in the same way as
does the first-order off-diagonal term, are responsible for the
difference between electron and hole masses recently reported
by using ab initio calculations.19 Moreover, the last term leads
to anisotropic q3 corrections to the energy, which contribute
to the trigonal warping effect. Importantly, & vanishes for
the case that me = #mh; however, ' remains a constant.
Basically, there is the possibility to have a cubic off-diagonal
term in the low-energy Hamiltonian which in the calculation
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the
off-diagonal q terms and eventually contributes at the same
order as the diagonal q2 terms. Since that term is very small,
we thus ignore the q3 off-diagonal term.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our main calculations for
the electronic properties of MoS2 by evaluating Eqs. (2),
(3), and (4). We propose first the lattice Hamiltonian by
considering numerical values of the hopping integrals and
show the band structure of ML-MDS. Second, we present
our numerical results for the electronic structure in two
different models by exploring the Landau levels (LLs) and
investigating the tunability of the electronic structure via an
external perpendicular gate voltage.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band structure of ML-MDS consisting
of five bands in which two are spin split in the valence band. The dot-
dashed line refers to one spin and the dashed line denotes another spin
component. Solid lines refer to the spin-degenerate band. (b) A com-
parison between the band structure calculated by the present theory
(solid lines) and the results calculated in Ref. 19 (dashed lines) based
on density functional theory. Notice that our theory works quite well
around the K point for the particle (hole or electron) density less than
1014 cm#2 (for instance, EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Here, a0 = a cos )

where a is the length of the Mo-S bond and ) is the angle between the
bond and the xy plane. (c) Side and top views of the lattice structure
where the Mo atom (larger green sphere) is surrounded by six
S atoms.

Figure 1 shows the band structure of ML-MDS consisting of
five bands for each spin in the absence of an external field. Two
of them are spin polarized (dot-dashed and dashed lines) and
the others are spin degenerate (solid lines). We note that due
to the limitations of our model, the high-energy bands may
not be comparable with those of first-principle calculations
in a quantitative manner. Figure 1(b) shows a comparison
between our results and those calculated by density functional
theory,19 indicating that our theory is in good agreement
with density functional theory results close to the K point
up to a high particle (hole or electron) density 1014 cm#2

(in the case of the electron doped system, the Fermi energy
is EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Nevertheless our effective model
Hamiltonian does not provide a good description of the physics
around the * point, where other orbitals like pz must be
considered in order to describe the electronic dispersion.18
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to the eigenvalues Ei . In the new basis, the transformed
Hamiltonian is U

†
0
!HU0 where U0 is the unitary diagonalizing

matrix. We define two subspaces {|! !
01",|! !

02"} corresponding
to the conduction and valence bands and {|! !

03",|! !
04",|! !

05"}
for the three remaining bands. Then we take the block-diagonal
and off-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian in these subspaces as
Hdiag and V , respectively, and use the unitary transformation
H ! = e#OU

†
0
!HU0e

O such that the lowest order in V is
eliminated. This results in an effective Hamiltonian H ! =
Hdiag + [V,O]/2, which is block diagonal in the subspaces
up to the second order in V .

The final result for the two-band Hamiltonian describing
the conduction and valence bands reads

H" s = #

2
$z + %" s

1 # $z

2
+ t0a0q · ! "

+ h̄2|q|2

4m0
(& + '$z) + t1a

2
0q · ! $

" $xq · ! $
" (4)

for spin s = ± and valley " = ±, with Pauli matrices ! " =
("$x,$y) and momentum q = (qx,qy). The numerical values
of the two-band model parameters are t0 = 1.68 eV, t1 =
0.1 eV, & = 0.43, and ' = 2.21. Notice that & = m0/m+ and
' = m0/m# # 4m0v

2/(# # %) where m± = memh/(mh ±
me) and v = t0a0/h̄. Moreover, a quadratic correction (% %
(0.03 eV)(a0|q|)2 arises to the spin-orbit coupling due to
folding down of the five-band model to a two-band one. This
correction is estimated by using the effective masses of two
spin-split valence band branches as mh(&) = #0.44m0 and
mh(') = #0.46m0 at the K point. Notice that the correction
term can be safely ignored in the validity range of the effective
low-energy two-band model (a0|q| ( 1).

The Hamiltonian differs from that introduced by Xiao et al.4
because of the second-order terms in q. The diagonal q2

terms, which contribute to the energy in the same way as
does the first-order off-diagonal term, are responsible for the
difference between electron and hole masses recently reported
by using ab initio calculations.19 Moreover, the last term leads
to anisotropic q3 corrections to the energy, which contribute
to the trigonal warping effect. Importantly, & vanishes for
the case that me = #mh; however, ' remains a constant.
Basically, there is the possibility to have a cubic off-diagonal
term in the low-energy Hamiltonian which in the calculation
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the
off-diagonal q terms and eventually contributes at the same
order as the diagonal q2 terms. Since that term is very small,
we thus ignore the q3 off-diagonal term.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our main calculations for
the electronic properties of MoS2 by evaluating Eqs. (2),
(3), and (4). We propose first the lattice Hamiltonian by
considering numerical values of the hopping integrals and
show the band structure of ML-MDS. Second, we present
our numerical results for the electronic structure in two
different models by exploring the Landau levels (LLs) and
investigating the tunability of the electronic structure via an
external perpendicular gate voltage.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band structure of ML-MDS consisting
of five bands in which two are spin split in the valence band. The dot-
dashed line refers to one spin and the dashed line denotes another spin
component. Solid lines refer to the spin-degenerate band. (b) A com-
parison between the band structure calculated by the present theory
(solid lines) and the results calculated in Ref. 19 (dashed lines) based
on density functional theory. Notice that our theory works quite well
around the K point for the particle (hole or electron) density less than
1014 cm#2 (for instance, EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Here, a0 = a cos )

where a is the length of the Mo-S bond and ) is the angle between the
bond and the xy plane. (c) Side and top views of the lattice structure
where the Mo atom (larger green sphere) is surrounded by six
S atoms.

Figure 1 shows the band structure of ML-MDS consisting of
five bands for each spin in the absence of an external field. Two
of them are spin polarized (dot-dashed and dashed lines) and
the others are spin degenerate (solid lines). We note that due
to the limitations of our model, the high-energy bands may
not be comparable with those of first-principle calculations
in a quantitative manner. Figure 1(b) shows a comparison
between our results and those calculated by density functional
theory,19 indicating that our theory is in good agreement
with density functional theory results close to the K point
up to a high particle (hole or electron) density 1014 cm#2

(in the case of the electron doped system, the Fermi energy
is EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Nevertheless our effective model
Hamiltonian does not provide a good description of the physics
around the * point, where other orbitals like pz must be
considered in order to describe the electronic dispersion.18
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†
0
!HU0 where U0 is the unitary diagonalizing
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01",|! !

02"} corresponding
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04",|! !

05"}
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1 # $z
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+ t0a0q · ! "

+ h̄2|q|2

4m0
(& + '$z) + t1a

2
0q · ! $

" $xq · ! $
" (4)
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mh(') = #0.46m0 at the K point. Notice that the correction
term can be safely ignored in the validity range of the effective
low-energy two-band model (a0|q| ( 1).

The Hamiltonian differs from that introduced by Xiao et al.4
because of the second-order terms in q. The diagonal q2

terms, which contribute to the energy in the same way as
does the first-order off-diagonal term, are responsible for the
difference between electron and hole masses recently reported
by using ab initio calculations.19 Moreover, the last term leads
to anisotropic q3 corrections to the energy, which contribute
to the trigonal warping effect. Importantly, & vanishes for
the case that me = #mh; however, ' remains a constant.
Basically, there is the possibility to have a cubic off-diagonal
term in the low-energy Hamiltonian which in the calculation
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the
off-diagonal q terms and eventually contributes at the same
order as the diagonal q2 terms. Since that term is very small,
we thus ignore the q3 off-diagonal term.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our main calculations for
the electronic properties of MoS2 by evaluating Eqs. (2),
(3), and (4). We propose first the lattice Hamiltonian by
considering numerical values of the hopping integrals and
show the band structure of ML-MDS. Second, we present
our numerical results for the electronic structure in two
different models by exploring the Landau levels (LLs) and
investigating the tunability of the electronic structure via an
external perpendicular gate voltage.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band structure of ML-MDS consisting
of five bands in which two are spin split in the valence band. The dot-
dashed line refers to one spin and the dashed line denotes another spin
component. Solid lines refer to the spin-degenerate band. (b) A com-
parison between the band structure calculated by the present theory
(solid lines) and the results calculated in Ref. 19 (dashed lines) based
on density functional theory. Notice that our theory works quite well
around the K point for the particle (hole or electron) density less than
1014 cm#2 (for instance, EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Here, a0 = a cos )

where a is the length of the Mo-S bond and ) is the angle between the
bond and the xy plane. (c) Side and top views of the lattice structure
where the Mo atom (larger green sphere) is surrounded by six
S atoms.

Figure 1 shows the band structure of ML-MDS consisting of
five bands for each spin in the absence of an external field. Two
of them are spin polarized (dot-dashed and dashed lines) and
the others are spin degenerate (solid lines). We note that due
to the limitations of our model, the high-energy bands may
not be comparable with those of first-principle calculations
in a quantitative manner. Figure 1(b) shows a comparison
between our results and those calculated by density functional
theory,19 indicating that our theory is in good agreement
with density functional theory results close to the K point
up to a high particle (hole or electron) density 1014 cm#2

(in the case of the electron doped system, the Fermi energy
is EF # ECBM ) 0.2 eV). Nevertheless our effective model
Hamiltonian does not provide a good description of the physics
around the * point, where other orbitals like pz must be
considered in order to describe the electronic dispersion.18
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plots of the conduction (top panel)
and valence (bottom panel) bands in momentum space for spin-up
components together with isoenergy lines to guide the eye. While the
conduction band shows almost isotropic dispersion, trigonal warping
occurs in the valence band around the K points, due to the difference
of the orbital structures of the conduction and valance bands.

We further investigate the band structure close to the
valence and conduction bands and our numerical results are
shown, via contour plots which show the isoenergy lines, in
Fig. 2. A strong anisotropy of the constant-energy lines can
be seen around the K points in the valence band, due to the
trigonal warping, while in the conduction band all lines are
almost isotropic; the warping is due to the difference of the
orbital structures of the conduction and valence bands.

To study the interplay of spin and valley physics, we
introduce, by ignoring trigonal warping, the effect of a time-
reversal symmetry-breaking term by applying a perpendicular

magnetic field, leading to the appearance of LLs as follows:

E±
n,! s = ±

!"
" ! #! s

2
+ h̄$c

#
%n ! &!

2

$%2

+ 2
#

t0a0

lB

$2

n

+ #! s

2
+ h̄$c

#
&n ! %!

2

$
, n = 0,1, . . . , (5)

where $c = eB/2m0 and lB =
"

h̄/(eB) are the cyclotron
frequency and magnetic length, respectively. It should be
noticed that the trigonal warping term t1 leads to a second-order
perturbation correction in the Landau level energy, and accord-
ingly its effect on the Landau levels is very weak. In contrast
to Ref. 16, we see an additional valley-degeneracy-breaking
term which is reminiscent of the Zeeman-like coupling for
valleys. As a result, the conduction band LLs are valley
polarized and the valence band LLs are both valley and
spin polarized, although we have not yet considered the
usual Zeeman interaction for spins. In particular, the n = 0
LLs, E+

0,! s = [" ! h̄$c! (% + &)]/2 and E!
0,! s = #! s ! [" +

h̄$c! (% ! &)]/2, depend on the magnetic field strength in
opposite ways for the two valleys. More intriguingly, the
splittings of the LLs in the conduction and valence bands,
'E+ # 5.4h̄$c and 'E! # 4.6h̄$c, differ from each other
due to the difference of me and !mh. Furthermore, we
can define extra splitting terms for LLs in the conduction
and valence bands: valley splitting 'E+

v = E+
!,s ! E+

+,s =
g+

v h̄$c and spin splitting 'E+
s = E+

!,! ! E+
!,+ = gsh̄$c in the

conduction band, and spin-valley splitting 'E!
s!v = E!

!,s̄ !
E!

+,s = (sgs + g!
v )h̄$c in the valence band, with gs = 2 and

g+
v # % + & (g!

v # % ! &) indicating the spin and valley g
factors for the conduction and valence bands. The splittings
present in the conduction band originate from the valley and
spin contributions, separately, but the splitting in the valence
band comes from both spin and valley terms. Notice that the
valley splitting depends slightly on the amount of mixing with
p orbitals for the conduction band through the parameter % and
the influence of the mixing value is very weak (see Appendix B
for more details).

It is also important to investigate the tunability of the
electronic structure via a perpendicular external electric field.
The vertical bias breaks the mirror symmetry (h and modifies
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Spin-up conduction and valence energy
bands, referred to the energy Ev = EVBM + U/2, for different values
of the vertical bias.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation of the gap versus induced
potential which is almost linear in the chosen range of U . Insets
show the changes in the effective hopping integral and the effective
masses with U . Using the form of U dependence of the parameters,
we can also estimate the linear change of !" ! "0.15U/eV and
!# ! "1.95U/eV.

the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.

APPENDIX A: SEVEN-BAND HAMILTONIAN

We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:

|1% = dz2 ,

|2% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% + i|dxy%), |1#% = 1&
2

(|px% + i|py%),

|3% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% " i|dxy%), |2#% = 1&
2

(|px% " i|py%).

The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation of the gap versus induced
potential which is almost linear in the chosen range of U . Insets
show the changes in the effective hopping integral and the effective
masses with U . Using the form of U dependence of the parameters,
we can also estimate the linear change of !" ! "0.15U/eV and
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the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.

APPENDIX A: SEVEN-BAND HAMILTONIAN

We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:

|1% = dz2 ,

|2% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% + i|dxy%), |1#% = 1&
2

(|px% + i|py%),

|3% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% " i|dxy%), |2#% = 1&
2

(|px% " i|py%).

The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.

APPENDIX A: SEVEN-BAND HAMILTONIAN

We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:

|1% = dz2 ,

|2% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% + i|dxy%), |1#% = 1&
2

(|px% + i|py%),

|3% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% " i|dxy%), |2#% = 1&
2

(|px% " i|py%).

The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.
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We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:
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|3% = 1&
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The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.

APPENDIX A: SEVEN-BAND HAMILTONIAN

We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:

|1% = dz2 ,

|2% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% + i|dxy%), |1#% = 1&
2

(|px% + i|py%),

|3% = 1&
2

(|dx2"y2% " i|dxy%), |2#% = 1&
2

(|px% " i|py%).

The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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the on-site energies of atoms in three sublayers of ML-
MDS. Accordingly, these changes affect the whole electronic
structure, especially the low-energy characteristics such as $,
me, mh, and the effective hopping t0. Interestingly enough,
the valley degeneracy breaking can be controlled by tuning "
and # due to the perpendicular gate voltage when the system
is subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field. We assume a
single-gated device in which the induced potentials take the
values Ub = 0 and Ub# = 2Ua . The variation of the mentioned
parameters with the induced potential Ub#

are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where we illustrate only the low-energy band structure
for different Ub#

values. Using simple electrostatic arguments,
the induced potentials for an applied vertical bias Vg can
be estimated as Ub# = % eVg with % ! (d/L)&#/& where &,d
and &#,L indicate the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
ML-MDS and the substrate, respectively. For typical values
& ! 6,22 &# ! 3.9, d ! 0.3 nm, and L ! 300 nm with SiO2 as
the dielectric substrate, we obtain % ! 0.0007. By replacing
the substrate with high-& gate dielectrics like HfO2 with
&# ! 25,23 the coefficient % ! 0.004 increases and leads to
Ub# ! 0.4 eV for Vg = 100 V, which is already used in the
ongoing experiments. Consequently, the perpendicular gate
voltage effects are enhanced by using a proper substrate with
large dielectric constant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have formulated a tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in order to describe the low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoS2 which can be useful to study energy disper-
sion and transport phenomena in nanostructured MoS2. We
have obtained a seven-band model (for each spin component)
in which four are contributed mainly from sulfur p orbitals
and the three remaining mostly originate from molybdenum d
hybrids. Our model not only describes the low-energy behavior
of monolayer MoS2 which differs from the massive Dirac
fermion picture, but also predicts the difference between the
effective hole and electron masses and the trigonal warping
effect. In addition, the two-band model leads to a valley-

degeneracy-breaking effect in the Landau levels, and we have
shown that the conduction band Landau levels are valley
polarized and the valence band Landau levels are both valley
and spin polarized. Finally, we have shown that by applying
a perpendicular electric field to the monolayer the electronic
structure, especially the band gap and effective electron and
hole masses, can be finely tuned. It should be noted that our
model is appropriate mostly for low-energy calculations in the
vicinity of the conduction and valence bands.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the diagonal
quadratic terms in the low-energy Hamiltonian play an
essential role in the transport and optical properties of the
system.24 It is worth noting that the sign of the # term
can influence topological features of the system such as the
Berry curvature, the valley Chern number which is defined as
Cv $ sgn($) " sgn(#), and the Z2 invariant which vanishes
for #$ > 0.

Note added. Recently, a paper25 which covers closely
related material has been published.

APPENDIX A: SEVEN-BAND HAMILTONIAN

We start constructing an effective tight-binding model for
the monolayer MoS2 system, assuming the following basis
orbitals:

|1% = dz2 ,

|2% = 1&
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|3% = 1&
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(|px% " i|py%).

The Wannier functions for different lattice sites in a crystal are
localized and they can be written as |c,i,µ% = c

†
iµ|0%, where

i denotes the site and µ indicates the atomic orbital. c = a
or b (b#) indicates the annihilation operators of three different
sublattices of monolayer MoS2, consisting of one Mo and
two S atoms. Up to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as Eq. (1) in the main
text,

&c
µ' = 'c,i,µ|H |c,i,'%,

tij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|H |b (b#),j,'%, (A1)

sij,µ' = 'a,i,µ|b (b#),j,'%.

The lattice has two important symmetries C3 = e"i(Lz/h̄

and )v : {(x,y,z) ( ("x,y,z)} where the first is the trigonal
rotational symmetry where ( = 2*/3 and Lz is the z compo-
nent of the orbital angular momentum, and the second indicates
the reflection symmetry with respect to the y-z plane. The
action of these symmetry operators on the basis functions can
be summarized in the following equations:

C3|1% = |1%, C3{|2%,|2#%} = ei({|2%,|2#%},
C3{|3%,|1#%} = e"i({|3%,|1#%},

(A2)
)v{|1%,|2%,|3%} = {|1%,|3%,|2%},
)v{|1#%,|2#%} = "{|2#%,|1#%}.

It should be noticed that, here, we have dropped the spin
indices. The symmetry relations in Eq. (A2) impose some
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the bands far from the Fermi energy. Using the Löwdin
partitioning35 we find

He! = H0 +H3w +Has +Hcub, (2a)
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where the parameters #, $, " and % can be expressed
in terms of "i as defined in Eq. (1) and the band edge
energies. The parameters # and $ describe the breaking
of the electron-hole symmetry that is apparent comparing
Figs. 1(b) and (c), whereas " is responsible for the TW of
the energy contours. The cubic term, Hcub is important
to achieve a quantitative fit to the VB away from the
K point. We note that symmetries allow for another,
diagonal Hamiltonian which is " q3, but its e!ect has
been found to be negligible.
We used the VASP code31 and the local density ap-

proximation (LDA) of DFT to calculate the band struc-
ture and isoenergy contours shown in Fig. 1. To compare
our k ·p theory with the DFT calculations one has to de-
termine the matrix elements "i. These matrix elements,
in principle, can also be calculated from DFT27. We
found however, that the isoenergy lines calculated with
parameters "DFT

i obtained from the numerical evaluation
of #"b

µ|p̂±|"b!

µ!$ using Kohn-Sham orbitals32 give a satis-
factory agreement with DFT band structure only in the
close vicinity of the K point. Therefore we used these
"DFT
i values as a starting point for a fitting procedure

whereby we fitted the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (2)
[given in terms of "3,#,$, ", % and the band edge ener-
gies !v, and !c] along the #KM line to the CB and VB
obtained from the DFT calculations. From the fitting we
found the parameters "3 = 3.82 eVÅ,# = 1.72 eVÅ2,$ =
!0.13eVÅ2, " = !1.02 eVÅ2 and % = 8.53 eVÅ3. The
isoenergy contours calculated using these parameters [the
solid lines in Figs. 1(b) and (c)] capture well the TW of
the band dispersion (c.f the results of the DFT computa-
tions given by symbols), which is more pronounced in the
VB than in the CB. The agreement between the DFT re-
sults and the predictions based on (2) is very good up to
energies 0.16 eV below the VB maximum and above the
CB minimum; for other energies the agreement is qualita-
tive. The e!ective masses (along the #KM line) that can
be inferred from these parameters are mv

e! % !0.62me

for the VB and mc
e! % 0.48me for the CB, which are

in good agreement with the results of other DFT LDA
calculations17,22. Interestingly, we have checked by nu-
merical calculations that although the TW is quite strong
in the VB, its e!ect on the Landau levels is actually very
small, and they can be calculated by neglecting H3w in
Eq. (2). Nevertheless, H3w and Hcub should a!ect the
Berry-curvature and hence various Hall-conductivities13.

An important feature of the band structure of MoS2
which has received little attention so far is that the top
of the valence band at the # point is very close in energy
to the VBM at the K point18–20; see also Fig.1(a). This
means that for the VB transport properties the states
close to the # point can also be important. The Hamil-
tonian of this “#-valley” can also be derived using the
k·p theory, along similar lines to the case of the K point.
Note, however, that the group of the wave vector at the
# point is D3h. Our DFT calculations show that here
the VB is mainly composed of the dz2 and s orbitals of
the Mo atoms and the pz orbitals of the S atoms, which
means that it belongs to the A

!

1 irrep of D3h. The VB is
coupled to the VB-3 and CB+1 bands which are doubly
degenerate at the # point. There is no coupling between
the VB and the CB at the # point: due to band cross-
ings along the #!K line the CB becomes antisymmetric
with respect to &h. Upon performing the Löwdin parti-
tioning we find that the dispersion is isotropic and can be
well described by H" = !

2k2

2m!
eff

, where the e!ective mass

m"
e! = !3.647me is found by fitting the band structure,

which is in good agreement with Ref. [22]. The impor-
tance and role of the # point in the transport properties
of the VB would require further experimental work. We
expect that in disordered samples due to their large ef-
fective mass and hence low mobility the contribution of
these states to the transport is small, but they may be
important in ballistic samples and in quantum-Hall mea-
surements.
The description of the system becomes more compli-

cated if one takes into account the SOC as well. In the
atomic approximation the SOC is given by the Hamilto-
nian
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so =
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Here V (r) is the spherically symmetric atomic po-
tential, L is the angular momentum operator and
S = (Sx, Sy, Sz) is a vector of spin Pauli ma-
trices Sx, Sy (with eigenvalues ±1). Note that
L·S = LzSz + L+S! + L!S+, where L± = Lx ± iLy

and S± = 1
2 (Sx ± iSy). Let us introduce the spinful

symmetry basis functions by |"b
µ, s$ = |"b

µ$ & |s$,
where s = {', (} denotes the spin degree of freedom,
and consider first the K point of the BZ. Since L±
transforms as the E"" irrep of C3h, there can be non-
vanishing matrix elements of Hat
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3 = e#i2!/3L± and therefore
show that #s,"v

A! |L!S+|"v!1
E

!!

2

, s$ = $(v,v!1)S+ where
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FIG. 1: a) Spin-resolved band structure of MoS2 from DFT
LSDA calculations. b) Contour plot showing the isoenergy
contours of the valence band (for zero SOC) from DFT cal-
culations at the K point of the BZ (symbols) and as obtained
from Eq. (2) (solid lines). c) the same as in b) for the con-
duction band. a0 is the lattice constant.

cluding the spin-splitting of the CB, which, to our knowl-
edge has not been considered before. We also discuss
how the e!ective mass and various other parameters of
the model depend on the SOC.
We start with the derivation of the spinless e!ective

Hamiltonian, i.e. we neglect the SOC. This is already
su"cient to explain the TW of the isoenergy contours.
We make repeated use of various symmetries of the crys-
tal structure, the two most important of which for our
purposes are the rotational symmetry by 2!/3 around
an axis perpendicular to the plane of MoS2 (we denote it
by C3) and the horizontal mirror plane "h. (For the full
point group symmetry see Appendix A.) The derivation
of the e!ective Hamiltonian relies on our DFT calcula-
tions, which, in addition to the band structure, provide
us with the projection of the DFT wave functions onto
atomic orbitals at high symmetry points of the BZ. This
helps us to identify the symmetries of the bands, which
is necessary to obtain the general form of the e!ective
Hamiltonian. As an example we consider the valence
and the conduction bands at the K point of the BZ.
Similarly to Refs. [13,19–21], we find that here the VB is
predominantly composed of the dx2!y2 and dxy atomic
orbitals centered on the Mo atoms, which are symmetric
with respect to "h. Since the VB is non-degenerate at
the # point, compatibility relations require that at the
K point it transforms as the A" representation of the
group C3h, which is the small group of the wave vector
at K. We denote the wavefunction of the VB by |$v

A!!,
and hereafter we use the notation |$b

µ! for the wavefunc-
tions of various bands, where b denotes the band and

µ the pertinent irreducible representation (irrep). The
CB is predominantly composed of dz2 orbitals of the Mo
atoms13,19–21, which means that the CB wavefunction
|$c

E!

1
! is also symmetric with respect to "h and trans-

forms as the E"
1 irrep of C3h. Similar considerations al-

low us to obtain the symmetries of all bands at the K
point, even when di!erent orbitals from di!erent atoms
are admixed (see Appendix A). In a minimal model that
captures TW, in addition to the VB and the CB, there
are two other important bands, both of which are even
with respect to "h: the second one above the CB, which
we denote by CB+2 and whose wavefunction is |$c+2

E!

2
!

and the third one below the valence band (VB-3) with
wavefunction |$v!3

E!

2
!. The other bands between the VB-

3 and CB+2 are antisymmetric with respect to the mir-
ror plane of MoS2 and therefore they do not couple to
the VB and the CB. In k · p theory the Hamiltonian
Hk·p = !

me
k · p̂ is considered a perturbation (me is the

bare electron mass) and one uses first-order perturbation
theory in the basis of {|$v

A!!, |$c
E!

1
!, |$v!3

E!

2
!, |$c+2

E!

2
!}.

Using the notation k = q + K, the perturbation can
be rewritten as Hk·p = 1

2
!

me
(q+p̂! + q!p̂+) = H!

k·p +

H+
k·p, where the operators p̂± are defined as p̂± =

p̂x ± ip̂y and similarly q± = qx ± iqy. The matrix el-
ements of Hk·p are constrained by the symmetries of
the system. For example, considering the rotation C3,
the relation "$v

A! |p̂+|$c+2
E

!

2

! = "$v
A! |C†

3C3 p̂+ C†
3C3|$c+2

E!

2
!

should hold. Since "$v
A! |C†

3 = "$v
A! |, C3p̂±C

†
3 =

e#i2!/3p̂± and C3|$c+2
E!

2
! = e!i2!/3|$c+2

E!

2
! one obtains

that "$v
A! |H+

k·p|$
c+2
E!

2
! = e!i4!/3"$v

A! |H+
k·p|$

c+2
E!

2
!, which

means that this matrix element must vanish. By con-
trast, "$v

A! |H!
k·p|$

c+2
E!

2
! = #4 is finite and one can prove

that it is a real number. Similar considerations can be
used to calculate all matrix elements. Finally, in the basis
of {|$v

A!!, |$c
E!

1
!, |$v!3

E!

2
!, |$c+2

E!

2
!} the k · p Hamiltonian

at the K point is given by

Hkp =

!

"

#

$v #3q! #2q+ #4q+
#3q+ $c #5q! #6q!
#2q! #5q+ $v!3 0
#4q! #6q+ 0 $c+2

$

%

&
, (1)

where #i are the matrix elements of Hk·p in the above
mentioned basis and $v, $c, $v!3, $c+2 are band-edge en-
ergies. The matrix elements between |$v!3

E!

2
! and |$c+2

E!

2
!

vanish due to symmetry. We note in passing that the
Hamiltonian (1) can be considered a generalized bilayer
graphene (BLG) Hamiltonian. This can be seen by ro-
tating the well known bilayer graphene Hamiltonian into
a basis where the basis functions transform according to
the irreps of the small group of BLG (see Appendix B).
The k · p Hamiltonian at the K " point can simply be
obtained by re-defining q± as q± = qx ± i % qy, where
% = 1 (#1) for the K (K ") point. As in the case of BLG,
it is convenient to derive a low-energy e!ective Hamilto-
nian from (1), which does not contain the contribution of
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FIG. 5: Comparison between the DFT band structure (black
dots) and the best fit tight-binding model (red solid lines) for
single-layer (top panel) and bulk MoS2 (bottom panel).

orbital space defined by this symmetry. In addition, due
to the degeneracy at the ! point and to the band cross-
ing along the !-M direction, the two conduction bands
with even symmetry for z ! "z were considered in the
fit. Additionally, we give a larger weight to the (A)-(D)
band edges in order to obtain a better description of the
most important features of the band structure.

Our best fit for the single-layer case is shown in the
top panel of Fig. 5 (where only the TB bands with even
symmetry z ! "z are shown), compared with the DFT
bands, and the corresponding tight-binding parameters
are listed in Table II. Note that, due to the restriction
of our fitting procedure to only some bands belonging to
the block with even symmetry, the atomic crystal field
"1 for the Mo orbitals dxz, dyz (not involved in the fit-
ting procedure) results undetermined. The fit reported
in Fig. 5 agrees in a qualitative way with the DFT re-
sults, showing, in particular, a direct gap at the K point
[(A) and (B) band edges] and secondary band edges for
the valence and conduction bands lying at the ! (C) and
the Q point (D), respectively.

Turning now to the bulk system, the further step of de-
termining the interlayer hopping parameters Upp!, Upp",
is facilitated by the strong indication, from the DFT anal-
ysis, of a dominant role of the interlayer hopping between
the pz orbitals and a negligible role of the interlayer hop-
ping between the px/y orbitals. Focusing on the ! point,
these two di#erent hopping processes are parametrized in
terms of the corresponding interlayer parameters !zz and
!pp, as discussed in Appendix B. We can thus approxi-
mate !pp = 0, providing a constraint between Upp! and
Upp", and leaving thus only one e#ective independent fit-
ting parameter: !zz. We determine it, and hence Upp!

and Upp", by fixing the e#ective splitting of the Ezd0,+(!)
level as in the DFT data. The values of Upp! and Upp"

found in this way are also reported in Table II, and the
resulting band structure in the lower panel of Fig. 5,
where only the TB bands with even symmetry z ! "z
are shown. We stress that the intralayer hoppings are
here taken from the fitting of the single-layer case. The
agreement between the DFT and the tight-binding bands
is also qualitatively good in this case. In particular, we
would like to stress the momentum/orbital selective in-
terlayer splitting of the bands, which is mainly concen-
trated at the ! point for the valence band and at the Q
point for the conduction band. This yields to the crucial
transition between a direct gap in single-layer MoS2, lo-
cated at the K point, to an indirect gap !-Q in multilayer
systems.
On more quantitative grounds, we can see that, while

the interlayer splitting of the condution level Ezd0,+(!) is
easily reproduced, the corresponding splitting of the con-
duction band at the Q point is somewhat underestimated
in the tight-binding model (0.42 eV) as compared to the
DFT data (1.36 eV). This slight discrepancy is probably
due to the underestimation, in the tight-binding model,
of the pz character of the conduction band at the Q point.
As a matter of fact, the set of TB parameters reported
in Table II gives at the Q point of the conduction band,
for the single-layer case, only a 3.8% of pz orbital char-
acter, in comparison with the 11% found by the DFT
calculations. It should be kept in mind, however, that
the optimization of the tight-binding fitting parameters
in such a large phase space (12 free parameters) is a quite
complex and not univocal procedure, and other solutions
are possible. In particular, a simple algebric analysis sug-
gests that an alternative solution predicting 11% of pz

Crystal Fields !0 -1.016
!1 –
!2 -2.529
!p -0.780
!z -7.740

Intralayer Mo-S Vpd! -2.619
Vpd" -1.396

Intralayer Mo-Mo Vdd! -0.933
Vdd" -0.478
Vdd# -0.442

Intralayer S-S Vpp! 0.696
Vpp" 0.278

Interlayer S-S Upp! -0.774
Upp" 0.123

TABLE II: Tight-binding parameters for single-layer MoS2

(!$, V$) as obtained by fitting the low energy conduction
and valence bands. Also shown are the inter-layer hopping
parameters U$ relevant for bulk MoS2. All hopping terms
V$, U$ and crystal fields !$ are in units of eV.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The energy bands for zigzag MoS2

nanoribbon with width W = 8. Red dots are bands from the TB
model using the GGA parameters. Curves are the FP bands, in which
blue shows the contributions from the dz2 , dxy , and dx2!y2 orbitals
and green for other orbitals. For the bands labeled 1 through 4, see
the text.

The energy bands of a zigzag MoS2 nanoribbon with W = 8
(using the GGA parameters in Table II) from both the TB
model and FP calculations are given in Fig. 9. From the FP
results, we know that bands 1 and 2 shown by arrows in Fig. 9
are the edge states from the dz2 , dxy , and dx2!y2 orbitals of
Mo atoms at the two edges of the ribbon; band 3 is from the
Mo-dyz orbital at the Mo-terminated edge; and band 4 is from
the S-py and pz orbitals at the S-terminated edge. Due to the
neglect of dxz, dyz, and S-p orbitals in the TB model, band 3
and 4 do not exist in the TB bands. Nevertheless, bands 1 and 2
are given by the TB model reasonably. Therefore, the simple
NN TB model for MX2 zigzag ribbon can give satisfactory
results, if the edge state bands 1 and 2 are the focus of
a study.

APPENDIX B: THE TWO-BAND k · p MODEL

It is clear from Fig. 3 that the three-band NN TB model is
sufficient to describe the physics of conduction and valence
bands in the K valley (also true for the !K valley due to the
time-reversal symmetry). Thus, we can expand Eq. (4) in the
±K valleys to any order required and then reduce it to a two-
band k · p model in the Löwdin partitioning method.57,59,60

Using |!"
c " = |dz2" and |!"

v " = 1#
2
(|dx2!y2" + i" |dxy") (" =

± is the valley index) as bases, the obtained two-band k · p
model up to third order in k (relative to "K) is

H
(1)
kp (k; " ) =

!
#/2 at("kx ! iky)

at("kx + iky) !#/2

"

, (B1)

H
(2)
kp (k; " ) = H

(1)
kp (k; " )

+ a2

!
$1k

2 $3("kx + iky)2

$3("kx ! iky)2 $2k
2

"

,

(B2)

H
(3)
kp (k; " ) = H

(2)
kp (k; " )

+ a3
#
$4"kx

$
k2
x ! 3k2

y

%
$6k

2("kx ! iky)
$6k

2("kx + iky) $5"kx

$
k2
x ! 3k2

y

%
&
,

(B3)

in which # is the band gap at K , t and $1–$6 are energy
parameters, and k2 = k2

x + k2
y . Equation (B1) is the massive

Dirac Hamiltonian given in Ref. 18 which was derived just
this way, and Eqs. (B2) and (B3) are consistent with previous
works.29,31 In Fig. 10, the bands of monolayer MoS2 from H

(1)
kp

capture the main physics in the valley but neglect the details
such as the anisotropic dispersion (the trigonal warping) and
the electron-hole asymmetry, the bands from H

(2)
kp recover the

aforementioned missing details, and the bands from H
(3)
kp agree

with the FP bands perfectly.
When SOC is considered to first order, Eq. (27) is still valid

and we can get

H
(n)
kpso(k; ",s) = H

(n)
kp (k; " ) +

#
0 0
0 " s%

&
, (B4)

where s = ±1 is the spin index (+1 for $ and !1 for %) since
spin is a good quantum number. The " s% term in Eq. (B4)
appears in the form of the product of the valley index " , the
spin index s, and the SOC parameter %, which implies the rich
physics due to the SOC-induced coupling of valley and spin
described in Ref. 18.

APPENDIX C: FP BAND STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

The FP band structures used for fitting the parameters
were calculated by the VASP package61,62 using the projector-
augmented wave method.63,64 Exchange-correlation function-
als of both GGA65 and LDA66,67 were used to give comparable
results. The energy cutoff of the plane-wave basis was set to
400 eV and the convergence criterion was 10!6 eV. A &-
centered k mesh of 10 & 10 & 1 was used and layer separation
was greater than 15 Å. For all monolayers of MX2, lattice
constants were optimized and atomic positions were relaxed
until the force on each atom was less than 0.005 eV/Å.

FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Valence and (b) conduction bands in
the K valley of monolayer MoS2, within the range of 0.1& 2'

a
in & and

M directions. Open circles are FP results (GGA case). Blue dashed,
red solid, and black solid curves are the bands from the two-band k · p
model of H

(1)
kp , H

(2)
kp , and H

(3)
kp , respectively. CBMs and VBMs are

both shifted to 0. a = 3.190 Å and # = 1.663 eV for all. Other fitted
parameters are the following: t = 1.105 eV for H

(1)
kp ; t = 1.059 eV,

$1 = 0.055 eV, $2 = 0.077 eV, and $3 = !0.123 eV for H
(2)
kp ; t =

1.003 eV, $1 = 0.196 eV, $2 = !0.065 eV, $3 = !0.248 eV, $4 =
0.163 eV, $5 = !0.094 eV, and $6 = !0.232 eV for H

(3)
kp .
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TABLE IV. The SOC splitting of the valence band at K !v
SOC, the

second-order corrected SOC parameter ", the SOC splitting of the
conduction band at K from the second-order perturbation theory !

c(pt)
SOC

and from FP bands !
c(FP)
SOC (GGA case), and the energy parameters

in Eqs. (30) and (31). E1,2 = E+1 ! E+2, E!1,0 = E!1 ! E0, and
E1,0 = E+1 ! E0. All quantities are in units of eV.

!v
SOC " !

c(pt)
SOC !

c(FP)
SOC E1,2 E!1,0 E1,0

MoS2 0.148 0.073 0.003 !0.003 4.840 1.395 3.176
WS2 0.430 0.211 0.026 0.029 5.473 1.526 3.667
MoSe2 0.184 0.091 0.007 !0.021 4.296 1.128 2.862
WSe2 0.466 0.228 0.038 0.036 4.815 1.267 3.275
MoTe2 0.215 0.107 0.015 !0.034 3.991 0.798 2.918
WTe2 0.486 0.237 0.059 0.051 4.412 1.004 3.347

and also the valence-band # point, where d orbitals dominate,
but not in the k-space region where X-p orbitals are important.

III. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING

A. The model with spin-orbit coupling

Due to the heavy transition-metal M atom, its SOC can
be large. The large SOC of monolayer MX2 is a fascinating
feature which leads to its rich physics. For simplicity, here we
approximate the SOC by considering only the on-site contri-
bution, namely, the L · S term from M atoms. Using the bases
{|dz2 ,"#, |dxy,"#, |dx2!y2 ,"#, |dz2 ,$#, |dxy,$#, |dx2!y2 ,$#}, we
get the SOC contribution to the Hamiltonian as

H % = "L · S = "

2

!
Lz 0
0 !Lz

"
, (25)

in which

Lz =

#

$
0 0 0
0 0 2i
0 !2i 0

%

& (26)

is the matrix of L̂z (z component of the orbital angular mo-
mentum) in bases of dz2 , dxy , and dx2!y2 , and " characterizes
the strength of the SOC. Note that, under the three bases, the
matrix elements of L̂x and L̂y are all zeros. Then we get the
full TB Hamiltonian with SOC as follows:

HSOC(k) = I2 & H0(k) + H %

=
!
H0(k) + "

2 Lz 0
0 H0(k) ! "

2 Lz

"
, (27)

in which I2 is the 2 ' 2 identity matrix and H0 = H NN or
H TNN. The above Hamiltonian is block diagonal, which means
that the spin z component is not mixed by the SOC and hence
is still a good quantum number due to the $̂h symmetry.
From Eq. (27) we can easily know that at the K point the
SOC interaction splits VBM by !v

SOC = 2" and leaves CBM
still degenerate (see detailed discussions in Sec. III B). The
valence-band SOC (or spin) splittings are listed in the first
column of Table IV. The bands from both the NN and the
TNN TB Hamiltonians with SOC are shown in Fig. 6 for
MoX2. It can be seen that the NN TB bands agree well with
the FP ones only for the conduction and valence bands near the
K point, while the TNN TB bands agree well in the entire BZ.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Energy bands of monolayers MoX2 with
SOC. Thick blue dashed curves are the TB bands: (a–c) from the NN
TB model and (d–f) from the TNN TB model. Thin red solid curves
are FP results with GGA. VBMs are shifted to zero.

Although the NN TB model is not as accurate as the TNN
one, it can still give reasonable results for low-energy physics.
Taking monolayer MoS2, for example, to test the NN TB model
with SOC, we calculated the valence-band SOC splittings and
the Berry curvatures and the spin Berry curvatures, shown in
Fig. 7. The valley contrasting SOC splittings Ev"(k) ! Ev$(k)
between the two spin split-off valence bands is clearly shown
in Fig. 7(a), which agrees well with the result in Ref. 24.
The Berry curvatures52,53 and spin Berry curvatures54 are all
peaked at ±K points, and the former have opposite signs
between K and !K [Fig. 7(b)] while the latter have the same
signs between K and !K [Fig. 7(c)]. These lead to the valley
Hall effect and the spin Hall effect when an in-plane electric
field exists.18 The TB results shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)
agree quite well with the FP results in Ref. 51. Therefore, the
NN TB model is sufficient to describe correctly the physics in
±K valleys.

B. The SOC splitting of the conduction band

To first order of the SOC strength, the TB model for
monolayer MX2 here can only reproduce the large spin
splitting of the valence band at K , i.e., !v

SOC, but gives no
spin splitting of the conduction band at K , denoted by !c

SOC.
In fact, the conduction-band spin splitting (CBSS) is not zero
but a finite small value33–37 and has been analyzed for MoS2 by
previous works.31,55 Similar to the strong valley-spin coupling
in the valence band,18 the CBSS is also valley dependent due
to the time-reversal symmetry and leads to weak valley-spin
coupling. Through a careful examination of the FP results, we
note here that the CBSSs of MoX2 have opposite signs to those
of WX2, if !c

SOC is defined as the energy difference Ec" ! Ec$
at the K point (see Table IV and Fig. 8). By analyzing the FP
data, we know that CBSS is induced by small contributions
from M-dxz, dyz, and X-px , py orbitals. Here we go beyond
the three-band approximation and show that a second-order

085433-6
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Table III gives the characters and irreps of C3h, perti-
nent to the K point and Table IV the rotating orbitals
based Bloch wave function which transform as the irreps
of C3h.

6 (C3h) E C3 C2
3 !h S3 !hC

2
3

A! 1 1 1 1 1 1

A!! 1 1 1 !1 !1 !1

E!
1 1 " "2 1 " "2

E!
2 1 "2 " 1 "2 "

E!!
1 1 " "2 !1 !" !"2

E!!
2 1 "2 " !1 !"2 !"

TABLE III: Character table of the group 6 (C3h).

irrep basis functions band

A! |!Mo
2,"2", 1#

2

!

|!S1
1,"1"+ |!S2

1,"1"
"

VB

A!! |!Mo
2,1 ", 1#

2

!

|!S1
1,"1" ! |!S2

1,"1"
"

CB+1

E!
1 |!Mo

2,0 ", 1#
2

!

|!S1
1,1"+ |!S2

1,1"
"

CB

E!
2 |!Mo

2,2 ", 1#
2

!

|!S1
1,0" ! |!S2

1,0"
"

VB-3

CB+2

E!!
1 |!Mo

1,0 ", 1#
2

!

|!S1
1,1" ! |!S2

1,1"
"

VB-2

E!!
2 |!Mo

2,"1", 1#
2

!

|!S1
1,0"+ |!S2

1,0"
"

VB-1

TABLE IV: Basis functions for the irreducible representations
of the small group of the K point. The rightmost column
shows that to which band the basis functions contribute. The
basis functions for the K! point can be obtained by complex-
conjugation.

Appendix B: Bilayer graphene Hamiltonian

The k · p Hamiltonian of bilayer graphene38 at the K
point of the BZ, in the basis of {A2, B1, A1, B2} sites is
given by

HBG
kp =

!

"

"

"

#

0 !1 v4p+ v0p!
!1 0 v0p+ v4p!

v4p! v0p! 0 v3p+
v0p+ v4p+ v3p! 0

$

%

%

%

&

(B1)

where we have chosen the on-site energies to be zero,
p± = px ± ipy, the velocities v0 , v3, and v4 depend
on intra- and interlayer hoppings, and !1 is the direct

hopping between the atoms B1 and A2. One can per-
form a unitary transformation which rotates the Hamil-
tonian (B1) into the basis {|!A1!, |!A2!, |!E1

!, |!E2
!}

where the basis functions |!µ! transform as the irreps
µ = {A1, A2, E} of the small group of the K point, which
is D3 in this case. One finds

HBG
kp =

!

"

"

"

#

"!1 0 "ṽ04 p+ ṽ04 p!
0 !1 v04 p+ v04 p!

"ṽ04 p! v04 p! 0 v3p+
ṽ04 p+ v04 p+ v3p! 0

$

%

%

%

&

(B2)

where ṽ04 = 1"
2
(v0 " v4), and v04 = 1"

2
(v0 + v4). This

Hamiltonian is characterized by the three hoppings v3,
ṽ04, and v04, and three band edge energies "!1, !1,
and 0 (degenerate). The well known low-energy e"ec-
tive Hamiltonian of bilayer graphene38 can be obtained
by projecting out the states |!A1! and |!A2!.
The Hamiltonian of monolayer MoS2 has the same

structure as (B2) but is characterized by five di"erent
hoppings and four di"erent band-edge energies; in this
sense it is a generalization of (B2).

Appendix C: Q-point minimum in the conduction
band

In this section we briefly discuss whether it is impor-
tant to consider the minimum at the Q point in the con-
duction band (see Fig. 3).
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FIG. 3: Conduction band of MoS2 from DFT calculations
using the HSE06 functional (red, solid line) and the LDA
(green, dashed).

To this end we compare the conduction band calcu-
lated in local density approximation (LDA) and using
the HSE06 hybrid functional39. The latter, while being
computationally much more demanding than the LDA,
has been shown to improve the accuracy of electronic
structure calculations for many semiconductors40.
As one can see in Fig. 3, there are two main di"er-

ences between the results of calculated with the HSE06
functional (red, solid line) and LDA (green, dashed
line). Firstly, there is an up-shift of the HSE06 con-
duction band with respect to the LDA one, leading to

Qualitative 
agreement with ab 
initio (TW effect, ...)

Kormanyos et al., Phys. Rev. B (2013)

More rigorous 
involvement of  
p-mixing and overlaps 

Ionicity of  bonds, 
Interactions, ...

Q-point minima



  Concluding remarks

Weakness of  massless Dirac picture

Old picture: Gapped graphene + SO interaction

New picture: Modified Dirac spectrum 
(e-h asymmetry, ...)

Non-equilibrium calculations well implemented 
in TB models

Tailoring electronic properties by vertical bias, ...

Question: Insertion of  the missing features 
keeping the simplicity of  model?



Thank you!


